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With a turnover of c147 million in 2016, Deutscher Fachverlag GmbH is one of the largest
independent professional information providers in Germany and Europe. Subsidiary
companies in many countries publish more than 100 different titles for 11 different
business fields and achieve an annual print output of almost 18 million copies.
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The b2b-magazine gv-praxis analyses
the whole institutional catering industry
(business/care/education) targeting
Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
Editorial Highlights are: industry rankings,
case studies, international reports & future
trend reports.

The b2b-magazine food-service analyses
the whole professional (chain-) restaurant
industry in Germany, Switzerland and
Austria. Editorial Highlights are exclusive
industry rankings (i.e. the top operators in
the industry, the top coffee bar chains),
case studies as well as trend and future
analyses.

The b2b-Onlineportal for the professional
hospitality industry. cafe-future.net
combines the expertise of our editorial
staff from gv-praxis, food-service and
FoodService Europe and Middle East.
This is in-depth knowledge at its best!

For more information: www.cafe-future.net/mediakit

Advertising Power for the
German-speaking OOH industry la

test trendsis distributed, is constantly updated and
almost completely personalised to ensure
a high level of readership.

Readers of FoodService Europe & Middle
East include operators and senior
executives in
n Brand and chain restaurants
n Institutional catering

n Chain hotels
n International opinion leaders/service
companies/consultants

n Export managers of the supplying indus-
tries (food, beverage, equipment)

In addition to the print version a com-
plete e-paper is mailed to more than
6,500 subscribers.

FoodService Europe & Middle East gets
distributed to more than 14,000 high
potential decision makers of the multi-
unit foodservice industry in Europe, North
America and the Middle East and a minor
percentage in Asia/Africa/Australia.

The first class address data base, upon
which FoodService Europe & Middle East

Advertising Power

shing focusing on whole regions rather
than only on individual countries. Thus
being a 24/7 resource centre for the
growing number of operators who use
the web to get their foodservice
information.

n Event Leader. With 250 senior ex-
ecutives participating, the European
Foodservice Summit can be regarded as
the major platform for the key players in
the international restaurant industry. The
think tank and congress which takes place
every fall in Zurich, Switzerland, gives

visionary insights for restaurant chains,
contract caterers and hotel foodservice.
Our European Foodservice Seminars
are a series of 3-day courses once per
year that bring the next leadership
generation of the industry together to
prepare for the next level of corporate
restaurant management.

n Print Power. Due to its editorial
driven style and journalistic proficiency
FoodService Europe & Middle East
stands out with its ability to deliver the
information that operators want. In-depth
analyses of international markets and
trends as well as an array of management
topics are the key for its high acceptance.

n Online Resource. In addition to
reaching operators via our print
publication, www.food-service-europe.
com provides you with an online access
to the industry.
It is the only website in foodservice publi-

FoodService Europe & Middle East is a strong marketing partner who is recognized in all media arenas, providing you with media
solutions that are unmatched in foodservice communication covering Europe and the Middle East.

360-degree Media Solutions
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Job-titles vary from country to country. Circulation is sent to
senior management, main board members
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Ambiente Frankfurt/Germany 09.02. - 13.02.

Gulfood Dubai/UAE 18.02. - 22.02.

Intergastra Stuttgart/Germany 03.02. - 07.02.

Internorga Hamburg/Germany 09.03. - 13.03.

Hotelex Shanghai/China 26.03. - 29.03.

NRA Chicago/USA 22.05. - 24.05.

World of Coffee Dublin/Ireland 19.06. - 21.06.

GulfHost Dubai/UAE 16.09. - 18.09.

SIAL Paris Paris/France 21.10. - 25.10.

Equip‘Hotel Paris/France 11.11. - 15.11.

SIAL Middle East Abu Dhabi/UAE 10.12. - 12.12.

13 %

challenges the industry is facing? We are
close to the market, constantly
communicating with senior management,
entrepreneurs and many more opinion
leaders of the industry. Our thoroughly
researched stories provide our readers
with first hand insider answers to those
questions.

…showcase the market's diversity –
from Fast Food to Event-Catering
Our editorial topics cover all segments of
the hotel, restaurant and catering industry.
Portraying the large multi-unit chains and
young innovative start up companies. Our
editors are constantly watching out for new
hot concepts. Their goal is not only to
describe established concepts, but to spot
new industry trends and innovations. The

professional evaluation on the relevance
and growth opportunities of those trends is
highly appreciated. Our special reports on
foodservice in emerging markets such as
India, but also established markets such as
Switzerland stimulate our readers with new
insights they can use for their own business.

…offer an environment for high-
export companies, multinational
manufacturers, main suppliers of the
foodservice and fast food industries,
international trade fair organisers to
present their international activities.
A glance at our editorial calendar pro-
vides you with insight into the scope of
our special sections on topics like new
beverages, new visions in kitchen equip-
ment or ethical sourcing.

…bring transparency into foodservice
markets
Benchmarking is en vogue. Key
performance indicators, presented in a
concise and easy to read format, are an
important piece of information in our
case studies and market portraits.
Editorial highlights are our exclusive
annual industry rankings. Highly
appreciated, year after year, are our Top
lists such as the Ranking of the Largest
Foodservice Operators in Europe, our
European Coffee Bar Ranking and many
more.

…provide the industry with first hand
management and marketing know-how
Which lessons can be learned from the
huge success stories? What are the

Editorial Quality
The mission of FoodService Europe & Middle East is to…

How did you get to know FSE&ME? I got to know about the
FSE&ME on the GDI FoodService Summit in Zurich, where I met the
inspiring experts Gretel Weiss and Chris Muller.

How did you get into the foodservice industry? Hospitality has
always been a general theme throughout my career and personal life.
After my career in the FMCG, I joined the airport business responsible
for food concessions. Last year April I was granted the opportunity to
join the Leadership team of HMSHost international, where I am respon-
sible for building quality brands and positioning HMSHost
International as the game changer in the F&B industry.

What does FSE&ME stand for you? FSE&ME is a well-known global
platform and an opinion leader in the F&B market. For HMSHost
International the FSE&ME is an important tool to be informed and
updated about the global trends and topics within the industry. From
a hospitality perspective it’s about being connected. FSE&ME brings
together the leading partners in the food market.

How did you get to know FSE&ME? I know the magazine since my
first professional experience when I worked for Alimentaria. Being part
of the communication department, I did organize a press conference
for the food & foodservice magazines worldwide.

How did you get into the foodservice industry? After being in
Alimentaria for almost 5 years, I worked for a company specialized in
software solutions for restaurants and hotels. Destiny brought me the
opportunity to work for one of the biggest restaurant chains in Spain,
nowadays leading brands as Lizarran. Since 2008 my project is invol-
ved with new trends, innovation, supply chain or efficiency in the
foodservice sector. AECOC is one of the leading associations in our
country representing more than 26.000 companies, we do lead several
sectors to be better in terms of efficiency, sustainability or competiti-
vity. I´m actually leading this goal for the foodservice market.

What does FSE&ME stand for you? FSE&ME means rankings, trends
and case studies. An international magazine that gives you the oppor-
tunity to understand what´s going on in the international panorama and
whose companies are leading the future of this sector. A representative
magazine always on my top of mind.

Marlijn van Straaten

Director Marketing & Communication

HMSHost International, Amsterdam

Patricia Fernandez de Arroyabe

Responsable Canal Horeca

AECOC, Barcelona
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(business/care/education) targeting
Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
Editorial Highlights are: industry rankings,
case studies, international reports & future
trend reports.

The b2b-magazine food-service analyses
the whole professional (chain-) restaurant
industry in Germany, Switzerland and
Austria. Editorial Highlights are exclusive
industry rankings (i.e. the top operators in
the industry, the top coffee bar chains),
case studies as well as trend and future
analyses.

The b2b-Onlineportal for the professional
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growing number of operators who use
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ecutives participating, the European
Foodservice Summit can be regarded as
the major platform for the key players in
the international restaurant industry. The
think tank and congress which takes place
every fall in Zurich, Switzerland, gives

visionary insights for restaurant chains,
contract caterers and hotel foodservice.
Our European Foodservice Seminars
are a series of 3-day courses once per
year that bring the next leadership
generation of the industry together to
prepare for the next level of corporate
restaurant management.

n Print Power. Due to its editorial
driven style and journalistic proficiency
FoodService Europe & Middle East
stands out with its ability to deliver the
information that operators want. In-depth
analyses of international markets and
trends as well as an array of management
topics are the key for its high acceptance.

n Online Resource. In addition to
reaching operators via our print
publication, www.food-service-europe.
com provides you with an online access
to the industry.
It is the only website in foodservice publi-
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challenges the industry is facing? We are
close to the market, constantly
communicating with senior management,
entrepreneurs and many more opinion
leaders of the industry. Our thoroughly
researched stories provide our readers
with first hand insider answers to those
questions.

…showcase the market's diversity –
from Fast Food to Event-Catering
Our editorial topics cover all segments of
the hotel, restaurant and catering industry.
Portraying the large multi-unit chains and
young innovative start up companies. Our
editors are constantly watching out for new
hot concepts. Their goal is not only to
describe established concepts, but to spot
new industry trends and innovations. The

professional evaluation on the relevance
and growth opportunities of those trends is
highly appreciated. Our special reports on
foodservice in emerging markets such as
India, but also established markets such as
Switzerland stimulate our readers with new
insights they can use for their own business.

…offer an environment for high-
export companies, multinational
manufacturers, main suppliers of the
foodservice and fast food industries,
international trade fair organisers to
present their international activities.
A glance at our editorial calendar pro-
vides you with insight into the scope of
our special sections on topics like new
beverages, new visions in kitchen equip-
ment or ethical sourcing.

…bring transparency into foodservice
markets
Benchmarking is en vogue. Key
performance indicators, presented in a
concise and easy to read format, are an
important piece of information in our
case studies and market portraits.
Editorial highlights are our exclusive
annual industry rankings. Highly
appreciated, year after year, are our Top
lists such as the Ranking of the Largest
Foodservice Operators in Europe, our
European Coffee Bar Ranking and many
more.

…provide the industry with first hand
management and marketing know-how
Which lessons can be learned from the
huge success stories? What are the
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How did you get to know FSE&ME? I got to know about the
FSE&ME on the GDI FoodService Summit in Zurich, where I met the
inspiring experts Gretel Weiss and Chris Muller.

How did you get into the foodservice industry? Hospitality has
always been a general theme throughout my career and personal life.
After my career in the FMCG, I joined the airport business responsible
for food concessions. Last year April I was granted the opportunity to
join the Leadership team of HMSHost international, where I am respon-
sible for building quality brands and positioning HMSHost
International as the game changer in the F&B industry.

What does FSE&ME stand for you? FSE&ME is a well-known global
platform and an opinion leader in the F&B market. For HMSHost
International the FSE&ME is an important tool to be informed and
updated about the global trends and topics within the industry. From
a hospitality perspective it’s about being connected. FSE&ME brings
together the leading partners in the food market.

How did you get to know FSE&ME? I know the magazine since my
first professional experience when I worked for Alimentaria. Being part
of the communication department, I did organize a press conference
for the food & foodservice magazines worldwide.

How did you get into the foodservice industry? After being in
Alimentaria for almost 5 years, I worked for a company specialized in
software solutions for restaurants and hotels. Destiny brought me the
opportunity to work for one of the biggest restaurant chains in Spain,
nowadays leading brands as Lizarran. Since 2008 my project is invol-
ved with new trends, innovation, supply chain or efficiency in the
foodservice sector. AECOC is one of the leading associations in our
country representing more than 26.000 companies, we do lead several
sectors to be better in terms of efficiency, sustainability or competiti-
vity. I´m actually leading this goal for the foodservice market.

What does FSE&ME stand for you? FSE&ME means rankings, trends
and case studies. An international magazine that gives you the oppor-
tunity to understand what´s going on in the international panorama and
whose companies are leading the future of this sector. A representative
magazine always on my top of mind.

Marlijn van Straaten

Director Marketing & Communication

HMSHost International, Amsterdam
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Responsable Canal Horeca
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Edition I
February 13, 2018
January 22, 2018

Craft-Beer Concepts I

Upscale Hot Dogs

Jambu Palaniappan, GM, UberEATS
EMEA, Amsterdam/The Netherlands

Booming Berlin

Patisserie/Confiserie Concepts

Food & Fashion

New Budget Design Hotels

Happy Italy, The Netherlands

Leaders Club International
Winners 2018

Gulfood, Dubai;
Internorga, Hamburg;
GastroNord, Stockholm;
Hostelco, Barcelona;
Hotelex, Shanghai

Edition II
April 30, 2018
April 06, 2018

Craft-Beer Concepts II

Concepts from Switzerland,
Italy, France, Germany

Karl Brauckmann, CEO, BackWerk,
Essen/Germany

Europe’s Largest Coffee Bar
Brands; City Guide Amsterdam

F&B at Major Retail Enterprises

Food Delivery

Hotel Bars: Trendy Drinks

Innovations in Contract Catering

Growing Strong: Chick-fil-A, USA

NRA, Chicago;
World of Coffee, Amsterdam

Edition III
June 25, 2018
June 01, 2018

Food Courts 3.0

Poké Bowls

David McDowall, MD,
Brew Dog, Ellon/Scotland

Germany: Top 100; Poland:
Top 20; Netherlands: Top 20

Jumeirah Restaurant Group

Levantine Cuisine on the Rise

Themed Hotels in Leisure
Parks

Spain: Casual Concepts by
Starred Chefs

China: Striking Back

Edition IV
August 23, 2018
July 23, 2018

Foodservice & C-Stores at
Petrol and Service Stations

Concepts from UK, Denmark,
The Netherlands, Spain

Michael La Cour, MD, Ikea Food
Service, Helsingborg/Sweden

Sweden: Top 25 Fast Food;
France: Top 50; USA: Top Food-
service Chains; Hot Spot Ibiza

Refined Coffee and Tea
Concepts

New Shopping Centers

Hotel Websites: What Matters?

Roadhouse Grill/Cremonini
Group, Italy

Hot Concepts in USA

Gulfood Manufacturing, Dubai;
19th European Foodservice;
Summit, Zurich;
PIR, Moscow;
GulfHost, Dubai

Edition V
October 18, 2018
September 21, 2018

Modern Patisserie and
Coffee Specialities

New Ideas for Breakfast

Ezio Balarini, CMO, Autogrill,
Milan/Italy

Russia: Top 30; Spain:
Market Update

Healthy Meal Delivery

Social Media Communication

Cool Ski Resorts

KellyDely, France

Eating Out in Auckland, NZ

SIAL, Paris;
Equip Hotel, Paris;
Sial, Abu Dhabi;
Allegra Coffee Symposium

Edition VI
December 18, 2018
November 26, 2018

Premium Steak Houses

Concepts from Poland,
Austria, Sweden, Russia

Klaus Rader, Founder/CEO,
L’Osteria, Munich/Germany

Europe: Top 99

Opening Maryah Central,
Abu Dhabi

Modern Dinner Clubs

Restaurant & Bar Design
Award Winners

Food Pairing

Hot Spot Singapore

Nafem, Orlando;
Horecava, Amsterdam;
Ambiente, Frankfurt;
Sirha, Lyon

Company Portraits / Multi-Country Sales and Service Organisations – Overview Innovative Products

■ ■ ■ European Countries ■

percentage*

■ Great Britain 17%

■ Germany 16%

■ France 14%

■ Spain/Portugal 9%

■ Benelux 11%

■ Italy 7%

■ Austria/Switzerland 7%

■ Scandinavia 12%

■ other European countries 7%

(Poland/Russia/Turkey etc.)

* approximate distribution since the address pool
is constantly being updated

Source: address pool FoodService E&ME

A complete e-paper parallel to the
print version.
In more than 50 countries the digital Food-
Service E&ME is sent to foodservice de-
cision makers. The electronic reproduction
of the magazine provides 1:1 online-access
to all articles, rankings and advertisements.
It allows the user to download, print and
link all topics, editorial related or ad-clients
websites.

The positive earnings balance of Switzer-
land’s top 25 food-service players for
2016: an increase of 2%! This perfor-
mance has all the more significance if
you look at the last three years of in-
crease as a whole and remember that the
(small) rise of the previous year had been
ensconced on a growth rate of almost 4%
in 2014. And if you relate the top 25 re-

sults to overall market data for the hospi-
tality-services industry, which are in
negative territory for the fifth year run-
ning – in 2016, too, earnings were down
(GastroSuisse industry analysis).
To start with the main facts: In 2016,
the top 25 Swiss food-service businesses
accounted in total for a market volume of
almost CHF4.8 bn, earned by over 35,000
employees in some 2,400 businesses.
The three companies in the top places
represent, analogously to the previous
year, three of the four market segments
whichmake up the league table:
1. Migros-Genossenschafts-Bund,
MGB (retail catering),

2. McDonald’s (concept specialist, quick
service, table service in >25 restaurants),
3. SV Group (catering, including com-
munal catering).
Jointly the top three accounted in 2016
for a sales volume of over CHF2 bn –
which, when looked at generously, makes
nearly 50% of earnings for the top 25. Up
to 14th place, the league table is un-
changed from the previous year: no
jumps or changes of place.
Overall, three of the 19 increase-register-
ing businesses saw a double-digit per-
centage rise. On the other hand, six play-
ers reported a fall in sales, four of them in
small single-digit percentages and two in
double-digit territory.

Two changes in the list must be men-
tioned: a newcomer in 2016 and two
waiting in the wings. Long under scruti-
ny and now finally among the boys on
the league table is Fredy Wiesner Gas-

36 FOODSERVICE EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST 5/17

Great at the Top
In economic terms Switzerland is struggling with
various challenges. The Swiss ’Frankenshock’ of
2015 is still having an impact. Regions near the

borders are feeling this keenly, because (among
other problems) demand for retail and food
services is emigrating to neighbouring coun-

tries. In 2016 the holiday districts also saw their
overnight-stay figures fall (-0.3%); Switzerland

is continuing to lose market share in the interna-
tional tourist trade. Significantly above the in-

dustry level, on the other hand, comes the
trend among the top 25 biggest food-service
suppliers (excluding hotel business), which in
2016 saw its revenues climb by 2% compared
with 2015. An exclusive league table from our

sister magazine food-service.
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2016: Top 25
– Sales breakdown by sectors –

35%
CS

28%
R

27%
CC

10%
T

Concept specialists (CS)
Retail/In-Store gastronomy (R)
Contract catering (CC)
Travel catering (T)

In 2016 (as in 2015) the market segment with the
highest growth is the field of contract catering.
This segment is one of the two smallest in the
league table but it contributes 27% of the top
25’s sales revenues. A positive aspect for this
segment: the diminution in tourism and migra-
tion of purchasing power into border regions is
showing no impact in this context.

SWITZERLAND

Source: food-service

‘Locals love sushi’ is an often heard com-
ment when it comes to Japanese food in
the Middle East, whether you are in the
UAE, Lebanon or Qatar. The versatility
and the broad appeal of Japanese cuisine
are part of its success. Another reason is
that consumers in theMiddle East are in-
creasingly on the lookout for healthy op-
tions and Japanese food fits that need as

it is light, healthy and tasty. Last but not
least, the grazing style of consuming su-
shi & co is familiar to the Middle Eastern
culture, since it is related to the mezze
concept.

Amman
Yoshi is a contemporary casual and re-
laxed all-day Asian dining restaurant lo-
cated in a plush residential area behind
the Second and Third Circles in Amman.
A place to have a business lunch, after-
noon Japanese tea on the terrace or just
to meet friends at the centrepiece bar for
some light bites, the restaurant was in-
troduced to the local market in 2008 by
the ATICO Fakhreldin Group, a Jordani-

an holding company operating in multi-
service hospitality management with
over ten restaurants, cafés and pubs in
Jordan and the Middle East. The concept
proved highly successful and soon be-
came a hot spot on Amman’s restaurant
scene.
In a slick interior comprised of wood
paneled walls, banquet seating, a con-
temporary fireplace, awood decked sum-
mer terrace and brass and bamboo fit-
tings, Yoshi serves freshly prepared
Asian food with light Dim Sum, authen-
tic teppanyaki and Asian platters. Sushi
and sashimi are created live at the bar
where seating is available. Particularly
during lunchtime, guests are predomin-
antly female, in the evenings a mix of
expats, tourists and locals of all ages
visit the restaurant spending an average
of ¤45 by ordering the signature Yoshi
Salad (¤9.60), Crab Rangoon (¤7),
Shrimp & Spinach dumpling (¤6.50),
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The popularity of Japanese cuisine in the Middle East is ever increasing.
Japanese restaurants have sprung up like Shiitake mushrooms within the
last ten to 15 years. From ready-made boxes sold in supermarkets and
small fast-casual outlets and sushi bars in the shopping malls to mid-
market places, both in hotels and as stand-alone restaurants, to fine-
dining venues in five-star hotels, the segment has become a steady and
indispensable element on the region’s restaurant scene. Bettina Quabius
explores some of the most popular concepts in the region.

A Culinary Love Affair

JAPANESE CUISINE

Play Restaurant & Lounge, Dubai

Dinings, Tel Aviv

Dinings, Tel Aviv

One group,
three divisions

Autogrill is one of the world’s leading
providers of foodservice in airports, mo-
torways and railways stations. It all start-
ed in 1947, when the first service area
opened on an Italian motorway. From
there, the Autogrill company, formed in
1977 from the merger of three Italian
motorway catering operators, went on to
gain the leading position in the motor-
way business in Italy, the name of the

brand becoming a byword for the format.
In 1999 it acquired HMSHost in USA, the
first of a series of major international
acquisitions. Nowadays, Autogrill’s ac-
tivities span four continents. In 2016,
airports represented 56% of the group’s
turnover, up from 54% in 2015, while
motorways went down to 36.5% from
38%. In the same time span, North
America went from 51 to 52% of total
revenues, Europe’s share declined from
41 to 38%, and Internationalwent from8
to 9.6%.

These figures represent Autogrill’s three
business divisions: HMSHost North
America (USA and Canada), responsible
for more than half of the group’s reve-
nues; HMSHost International (Northern
Europe, Middle East, Asia, Australia and
New Zealand), the more dynamic, show-
ing double digit growth; and Autogrill
Europe, which in 2016 posted revenues
down 1.8% on 2015 and where consoli-
dation, “rationalization of the business”,
“cost efficiencies”, “exits from channels in
countries of minor importance or limited
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TRAVEL

On the Move
More international, diverse and
dynamic: Autogrill is on the move.
The Italian-based foodservice
group specialized in catering to
travellers’ needs is rapidly expand-
ing and reshaping itself in order to
respond to new opportunities,
develop new markets and adapt to
consumer trends. The new Auto-
grill is investing in innovation, turn-
ing out original formats and con-
cepts, forging new partnerships,
embracing digital technology and
developing unique digital market-
ing strategies.

Assaggio Rome Fiumicino Airport

Terrazza Aperol

Villaresi Service Station
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The prospering Israeli metropolis of Tel
Aviv is now globally considered as a hot
spot for gastronomy trends. And, believe
it or not, the Levant cuisine is managing
to do what the politicians have been
vainly attempting for decades: bringing
Arabs and Israelis together in harmony.
If you ask Israelis about Tel Aviv, the ans-
wer is always the same: the city is not
typical of Israel; it is a country of its own,
a sort of cocoon. But the cocoon is po-
rous. Tel Aviv stands for joie de vivre, and
for unpolitical hedonism. Those who live
there prefer restaurants and the beach
to the synagogue. Questions of how to
spend the evening aremore important for
most people than interpreting the Torah.
Which is certainly one of the reasons why

the city has become such a trend-setting
place among Europeans.
A further reason is the cuisine served:
freshness counts, numerous herbs and
spices. Minced aubergines, the fabulous
sesame-oil paste tahini, hummus and to-
mato sauces are ‘musts’ on every well-
laid table. Meals are often served in small
portions. Shared food arrived here a long
time ago, everyone tries a bit of every-
thing on the table. Restaurants such as
the Santa Katarina have donemuch to es-
tablish this trend. “At my restaurant, we
want everything to be relaxed and open,”
says proprietor and chef Tomer Agai. His
premises lie three minutes from Roth-
schild Boulevard, the city’s smartest thor-
oughfare. At Agai’s you sit outside under

Levant cuisine: the food trend
from the Near East continues to

spread throughout Europe where
hummus is a standard on metro-

politan menus. However, the
knowledge of the average guest
ceases after the mention of fava

beans. Even though Levant cuisine
has much more to offer it is some-

thing that must be tracked down
in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem.

By Boris Tomic.

Eyal Shani in Ha Salon

City Guide: Dubai

Though in the midst of an economically
challenging period, Dubai’s restaurant
market is continuing to grow steadily.
The number of restaurant openings in
2017 more than tripled over the last two
years with international franchise oper-
ators expanding their business as well
as more and more local independent
players developing new and exciting
concepts. The high percentage of expats
from all over the world, an affluent and
well-travelled local population plus
rapidly increasing tourism figures (2016
the world’s fourth most popular travel
destination with 14.9 m visitors) help to
ensure that an interesting mix of cuis-
ines, restaurant formats and styles has
been shaping the city’s dining scene
over the years.

Multi-cuisine food hall

In a city famed for its novel dining experi-
ences, what would somewhere truly
fresh, vibrant and exciting look like? As an
answer to this question Kunal and Rania
Lahori, CEO and co-founder of Dubai-
based Create Hospitality, launched
Bazxar, a multi-cuisine eatery located at
the Dubai International Financial Centre
(DIFC). Based on the food hall concept, it
features a casual Vietnamese station
serving steamed bao buns, traditional
soups and noodles; a ‘meat district’ sell-
ing American-style burgers, sandwiches
and hotdogs; an elegant dining room of-
fering a good selection of classic salads,
pizza and pasta and signature fish and
meat dishes, a Mediterranean bakery and
coffee counter, and a cocktail bar. The
multilayered venue has soon become
popular amongst Dubai residents, not
just for its diverse food offer but also for its
Happy Hour and its ‘Prohibition Brunch’
on Fridays with unlimited starters, choice
of onemain and dessert.
The interiors by Bishop Design feature a
combination of contemporary art (in-
cluding a portrait of Argentinian leader
Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara), rustic wooden
flooring, meshmetal work with brass fin-
ishes, and custom-designed leather fur-
nishings. www.bazxar.com
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A Foodie Paradise
With over 12,000 foodservice out-
lets and around 2.8 m inhabitants,

the restaurant density in Dubai is
irrefutably high. From international
fast-food outlets in the numerous

mega malls, via cafes and casual
eateries, to fine dining establish-

ments in five-star hotels, the dining
options are many and varied. And it

is with good reason that the city is
considered a foodie capital of the

region. Over the last couple of
years, competition has intensified

resulting not only in the emergence
of more creative dining-out experi-
ences but also in the rise of home-

grown concepts tailored to the
needs of Dubai’s visitors and

residents. Bettina Quabius explores
the most talked about restaurant

openings in recent months.

CITY GUIDE

Bazxar

Nick & Scott

Carnival by Tresind

In 1993 you, a young American entre-
preneur moved to Eastern Europe to
start your business. How did you de-
cide that Poland was the right place at
the right moment?
I went to Berlin to see the change after the
fall of the wall. Once there, I decided to go
farther east. That’s how it started, just cu-
riosity. There was nothing in Poland at
the time, so it didn’t take a business plan
or a lot of thinking. I just figured people
needed to do something.My first planwas
to renovate some of the old dilapidated

buildings. I bought one in Wrocław and
later opened a restaurant in it. It was a
Pizza Hut, but one unlike anywhere else
in the world, because PepsiCo, which
owned the brand at the time, was not
ready to provide any support. So, I bought
an Italian restaurant from Washington,
DC, rebuilt it in Wrocław and renamed it
Pizza Hut.

More than twenty years on, AmRest is a
group with 1,200 restaurants and near-
ly 30,000 employees operating in a

multi-country environment. How did
those early beginnings forge your
company culture?
We are very much a people business.
Whenwe started the company none of us
had ever worked in or run a restaurant
before, because there were no restaur-
ants at the time in Central Europe. So we
had to do and learn everything on our
own. Which created an incredibly strong
bond between us. Of our senior executive
team, many of them have been with us
since the very beginning. Once you build
the kind of comraderie that comes from
having gone through those early years,
you stick together. These were fun days.
Very hard at the beginning, but you for-
get that and all that remains is the fun.
And it was really instructive.

What does a people business do to
train people?
One of our core values is feedback: we be-
lieve in open and honest feedback, both
for positive and negative work. In our
companywepromote about 2,000people
a year. They would already have had all
their training, all the mentoring from
their manager, but before promoting
them we put them though what we call a
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Trust in Good Intentions!
That’s one of the core values at AmRest, the Wrocław-based foodservice group

founded by Henry McGovern back in the early 1990s and now representing a
group sales volume of €964 m, achieved with some 1,200 outlets, comprising

various, mainly licenced brands in 13 countries. Numerous acquisitions helped
to rapidly extend the international network, such as the takeover of the Star-

bucks business in Germany last year as well as, most recently announced, the
German Pizza Hut Franchise network. In addition, AmRest just acquired a major-

ity in the Polish offshoot of Delivery Hero. A strong and trustful corporate
culture is key, says McGovern, above all when it comes to crossing borders. It all
starts with the strong belief that ‘Anything is possible!’ Interview by Flavia Fresia.

INTERVIEW

“We go after whatever will
make the brand more

transparent and better
quality to the customer.”

Henry McGovern
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All information is subject to change.

At last, a positive outlook again – pushed
by general economic growth, the major
driver of which is tourism. According to
the EU Commission, Spain’s GDP grew
by 3.2% in 2016, with 2.3% expected for
2017, and 2.1% for the coming year. A
tailwind for the foodservice sector, too.
Thus, the market-research institute NPD
España expects the current year to show
the sector as a whole up by 1.6%, with
1.5% for 2018. No great leaps, but an up-
wind can be felt, after the economic crisis
in Spain led to unemployment levels of
up to 26% (2016: 18.6%), changing the
foodservice landscape once and for all:
■ Thus polarisation between individual-
ly managed businesses and those which
are systemised has gathered pace, to the
benefit of the latter. NPD estimates that
multiple brands already generate 30% of
the total sales revenue at the country’s
roughly 72,000 restaurants – a figure
which is a record.
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Since the middle of 2015 the

Spanish foodservice sector has

been enjoying some buoyancy

again, after nearly ten years of

crisis – even if the growth rates are

still moderate: in 2016, according

to NPD España, sales in Spanish

foodservices as a whole grew

by 1.9% on the previous year,

to €35.1 bn – driven by visits,

which were up 1.3%, and an

increase in average bill of

0.4%. Following the economic

‘dry period’, system-based

foodservices are increasingly

coming to the fore, especially

QSR concepts. Mario Cañizal

comments on the latest

figures collected by NDP

España and Alimarket.
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The Good
Burger: the

burger formula
of the expand-

ing Restalia
Group belongs
to the biggest

new-openers in
2016.

The big players are striking out new paths when
it comes to siting their outlets: Burger King is in-
creasingly renting space in filling stations and
Restalia is opening its 100 Montaditos brand in
freestanders. ‘Muerde la Pasta’, by contrast, is
concentrating on large sales areas, especially in
shopping centres.

■ Just as striking is the triumph of fast-
food formats, under which NPD España
counts both fast-food concepts, as well
as cafeterias, tapas bars and delivery for-
mulas. If in 2004 the QSR segment al-
ready accounted for 25% of total out-of-
house expenditure on foodservice, and
for 39% of all visits, in 2015 these shares
were 37% and 53.8% respectively.
■ Coming to classical fullservice formu-
las, the corresponding figures for 2015
were 45.4% sales share, and 17.4% share
of visits. In 2004 the figures were 58%
and 37%.
The remaining shares come from the re-
tail sector (bakeries, convenience stores
etc.) and contract catering, plus travel
services. That the experts are forecasting
growth for the QSR segment in 2016+ is
due to the following reasons:
■ they supply attractive low-cost offers,
■ along with ‘functional fuelling’, they
are also good at placing ‘treats’,

■ they are extending their F&B range to
include breakfast and snack offers,

■ they are expanding rapidly in recently
built shopping centres and

■ they operate skilful, viral marketing,
particularly among young target
groups.

Nevertheless, the fullservice segment –
which subsumes all concepts with table
service, from casual to fine dining – by no
means stood idly by in the years of crisis.
On the contrary, external factors have
frequently forced fullservice operators to
define and align themselves more clear-
ly, employingmeasures such as
■ clearly comprehensible price-perfor-
mance structures,

■ a sharpening of profile through use of
local and seasonal products,

■ focusing on the product offered, buzz-
word: premium burgers,

■ unique products, such as ‘sharing’
offers,

■ expansion of more affordable alterna-
tive concepts by star chefs such as the
Adrià and Iglesias brothers,

■ launch of franchising or expansion as
licensor or licensee.

Concrete figures

According to the National Statistical In-
stitute (INE), Spain’s overall foodservice
sector comprises some 300,000 catering
units – from small beach booths, to con-
tract catering, to hotel restaurants. The
figure includes about 188,000 bars,
72,000 restaurants, and 14,000 commu-
nal-catering outlets. Total sales revenue
grew in 2015, according to NPD, by
1.4%; 2016 showed a rise in sales of 1.9%
on 2015, in concrete terms to ¤35.13 bn.
But note: with an inflation rate of 0% in
2015 and 1.6% in 2016 (source: INE).
According to the market researchers,
visits at foodservice outlets rose by 1.3%
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Top 30 Foodservice Companies in Spain 2016
R Company Sector Main Brands Units Sales (net)

in € m*

1 McDonald’s QSR McDonald’s 503 980
2 Burger King QSR Burger King 691 630

3 Telepizza QSR Telepizza 1,389 517
4 Grupo Zena Casual/QSR Foster’s Hollywood, BK, Domino’s, etc. 496 500

5 Areas Travel La Pausa, Caffricio, Ars, Como, Medas 600 445
5 Serunión Contract Catering Serunión 2,920 445

7 Grupo Vips Casual/QSR Vips, Ginos, Starbucks, The Wok 335 396
8 Compass Contract Catering Eurest Colectividades 1,600 356

9 Beer&Food Casual Beer Station, Gambrinus, Official Irish Pub 430 295
10 Restauravia Casual/QSR La Tagliatella, KFC 256 290

11 Restalia QSR 100 Montaditos, La Sureña, TGB 635 275
12 Sodexo Iberia Contract Catering Sodexo 415 221

13 Eat Out Group QSR/Casual Pans&Co, Dehesa Santa Maria, FresCo 334 220
14 Auzo Lagún Contract Catering Ausolan 300 197

15 Comess Group Casual Lizarrán, Cantina Mariachi etc. 301 182
16 Aramark Contract Catering Aramark 950 170

17 El Corte Inglés Casual Restaurants, Cafeterias El Corte I., 141 160
Restauración El Rincón del Café, Gourmet Experience

18 Mediterránea de Catering Contract Catering Mediterránea 550 145

19 SSP Travel Ritazza, Upper Crust, Mums Kitchen 75 110
20 Rodilla QSR Rodilla, Jamaica, Café de Indias 187 100

20 Yum! Brands QSR KFC, Taco Bell, Pizza Hut 116 100
22 Cia del Trópico Café&Té Casual/QSR Café&Té, Café&Tapas, Panaria 222 87

22 Gate Gourmet Travel Gate Gourmet - 87
24 Establiments Viena QSR Viena 47 69

25 Autogrill Travel La Barrila, Autogrill, Rincones 69 68
26 ISS Catering Contract Catering ISS 300 63

27 Herben QSR Muerde La Pasta 24 60
27 Ikea Food QSR Ikea 20 60

29 An Grup Casual El Mussol, Tapa Tapa, Txapelia 29 55
30 Andilana Casual La Mary, Miu, Basilico 33 50

* System sales/turnover based on company performance including franchise activities. Franchised and other overlapping activities are double counted Source: Alimarket

■ ■ ■ Breakdown/Continents ■

percentage*

■ Europe 70%

■ North America 9%

■ Middle East 19 %

■ Africa/Asia/Australia 2%

Source: address pool FoodService E&ME
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Now already in the second year: ‘FoodService
Bites’ – our weekly aggregated newsletter in
English. ‘FoodService Bites’ is aimed at the
international readership of FoodService
Europe & Middle East trade magazine and all
specialists and experts from the foodservice
sector and related disciplines.

To supplement the analyses of the bi-monthly
printed edition, we now present a weekly
selection of interesting articles about the
entire out-of-home market – compiled from
topical online publications from Europe and
the global market.

In addition to information on important new
openings, M&A, corporate results and the
strategic approaches of major international
foodservice players, ‘FoodService Bites’ will
provide relevant background knowledge for
top decision makers. In the spotlight: well-
founded contributions on subjects such as
F&B and technological trends and innovations,

as well as consumer preferences and eating
habits. We aim to give our readers useful
inspiration!

Moreover, thanks to a collaboration with the
npdgroup deutschland market research com-
pany, each newsletter will feature a ‘weekly
research bite’ with interesting, up-to-the-
minute facts and figures about away-from-
home consumption in Europe’s leading mar-
kets, edited exclusively for ‘FoodService Bites’.

The main topics to be covered by
‘FoodService Bites’:

• Food & Beverages

• Consumer Trends

• Operators / New Openings

• Regions

• Marketing / Human Resources

• Digitization, Social Media & Co.

• Weekly Research Bite
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percentage*

■ Great Britain 17%

■ Germany 16%

■ France 14%
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■ Scandinavia 12%

■ other European countries 7%
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A complete e-paper parallel to the
print version.
In more than 50 countries the digital Food-
Service E&ME is sent to foodservice de-
cision makers. The electronic reproduction
of the magazine provides 1:1 online-access
to all articles, rankings and advertisements.
It allows the user to download, print and
link all topics, editorial related or ad-clients
websites.

The positive earnings balance of Switzer-
land’s top 25 food-service players for
2016: an increase of 2%! This perfor-
mance has all the more significance if
you look at the last three years of in-
crease as a whole and remember that the
(small) rise of the previous year had been
ensconced on a growth rate of almost 4%
in 2014. And if you relate the top 25 re-

sults to overall market data for the hospi-
tality-services industry, which are in
negative territory for the fifth year run-
ning – in 2016, too, earnings were down
(GastroSuisse industry analysis).
To start with the main facts: In 2016,
the top 25 Swiss food-service businesses
accounted in total for a market volume of
almost CHF4.8 bn, earned by over 35,000
employees in some 2,400 businesses.
The three companies in the top places
represent, analogously to the previous
year, three of the four market segments
whichmake up the league table:
1. Migros-Genossenschafts-Bund,
MGB (retail catering),

2. McDonald’s (concept specialist, quick
service, table service in >25 restaurants),
3. SV Group (catering, including com-
munal catering).
Jointly the top three accounted in 2016
for a sales volume of over CHF2 bn –
which, when looked at generously, makes
nearly 50% of earnings for the top 25. Up
to 14th place, the league table is un-
changed from the previous year: no
jumps or changes of place.
Overall, three of the 19 increase-register-
ing businesses saw a double-digit per-
centage rise. On the other hand, six play-
ers reported a fall in sales, four of them in
small single-digit percentages and two in
double-digit territory.

Two changes in the list must be men-
tioned: a newcomer in 2016 and two
waiting in the wings. Long under scruti-
ny and now finally among the boys on
the league table is Fredy Wiesner Gas-
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Great at the Top
In economic terms Switzerland is struggling with
various challenges. The Swiss ’Frankenshock’ of
2015 is still having an impact. Regions near the

borders are feeling this keenly, because (among
other problems) demand for retail and food
services is emigrating to neighbouring coun-

tries. In 2016 the holiday districts also saw their
overnight-stay figures fall (-0.3%); Switzerland

is continuing to lose market share in the interna-
tional tourist trade. Significantly above the in-

dustry level, on the other hand, comes the
trend among the top 25 biggest food-service
suppliers (excluding hotel business), which in
2016 saw its revenues climb by 2% compared
with 2015. An exclusive league table from our

sister magazine food-service.
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2016: Top 25
– Sales breakdown by sectors –

35%
CS

28%
R

27%
CC

10%
T

Concept specialists (CS)
Retail/In-Store gastronomy (R)
Contract catering (CC)
Travel catering (T)

In 2016 (as in 2015) the market segment with the
highest growth is the field of contract catering.
This segment is one of the two smallest in the
league table but it contributes 27% of the top
25’s sales revenues. A positive aspect for this
segment: the diminution in tourism and migra-
tion of purchasing power into border regions is
showing no impact in this context.

SWITZERLAND

Source: food-service

‘Locals love sushi’ is an often heard com-
ment when it comes to Japanese food in
the Middle East, whether you are in the
UAE, Lebanon or Qatar. The versatility
and the broad appeal of Japanese cuisine
are part of its success. Another reason is
that consumers in theMiddle East are in-
creasingly on the lookout for healthy op-
tions and Japanese food fits that need as

it is light, healthy and tasty. Last but not
least, the grazing style of consuming su-
shi & co is familiar to the Middle Eastern
culture, since it is related to the mezze
concept.

Amman
Yoshi is a contemporary casual and re-
laxed all-day Asian dining restaurant lo-
cated in a plush residential area behind
the Second and Third Circles in Amman.
A place to have a business lunch, after-
noon Japanese tea on the terrace or just
to meet friends at the centrepiece bar for
some light bites, the restaurant was in-
troduced to the local market in 2008 by
the ATICO Fakhreldin Group, a Jordani-

an holding company operating in multi-
service hospitality management with
over ten restaurants, cafés and pubs in
Jordan and the Middle East. The concept
proved highly successful and soon be-
came a hot spot on Amman’s restaurant
scene.
In a slick interior comprised of wood
paneled walls, banquet seating, a con-
temporary fireplace, awood decked sum-
mer terrace and brass and bamboo fit-
tings, Yoshi serves freshly prepared
Asian food with light Dim Sum, authen-
tic teppanyaki and Asian platters. Sushi
and sashimi are created live at the bar
where seating is available. Particularly
during lunchtime, guests are predomin-
antly female, in the evenings a mix of
expats, tourists and locals of all ages
visit the restaurant spending an average
of ¤45 by ordering the signature Yoshi
Salad (¤9.60), Crab Rangoon (¤7),
Shrimp & Spinach dumpling (¤6.50),
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The popularity of Japanese cuisine in the Middle East is ever increasing.
Japanese restaurants have sprung up like Shiitake mushrooms within the
last ten to 15 years. From ready-made boxes sold in supermarkets and
small fast-casual outlets and sushi bars in the shopping malls to mid-
market places, both in hotels and as stand-alone restaurants, to fine-
dining venues in five-star hotels, the segment has become a steady and
indispensable element on the region’s restaurant scene. Bettina Quabius
explores some of the most popular concepts in the region.

A Culinary Love Affair

JAPANESE CUISINE

Play Restaurant & Lounge, Dubai

Dinings, Tel Aviv

Dinings, Tel Aviv

One group,
three divisions

Autogrill is one of the world’s leading
providers of foodservice in airports, mo-
torways and railways stations. It all start-
ed in 1947, when the first service area
opened on an Italian motorway. From
there, the Autogrill company, formed in
1977 from the merger of three Italian
motorway catering operators, went on to
gain the leading position in the motor-
way business in Italy, the name of the

brand becoming a byword for the format.
In 1999 it acquired HMSHost in USA, the
first of a series of major international
acquisitions. Nowadays, Autogrill’s ac-
tivities span four continents. In 2016,
airports represented 56% of the group’s
turnover, up from 54% in 2015, while
motorways went down to 36.5% from
38%. In the same time span, North
America went from 51 to 52% of total
revenues, Europe’s share declined from
41 to 38%, and Internationalwent from8
to 9.6%.

These figures represent Autogrill’s three
business divisions: HMSHost North
America (USA and Canada), responsible
for more than half of the group’s reve-
nues; HMSHost International (Northern
Europe, Middle East, Asia, Australia and
New Zealand), the more dynamic, show-
ing double digit growth; and Autogrill
Europe, which in 2016 posted revenues
down 1.8% on 2015 and where consoli-
dation, “rationalization of the business”,
“cost efficiencies”, “exits from channels in
countries of minor importance or limited
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TRAVEL

On the Move
More international, diverse and
dynamic: Autogrill is on the move.
The Italian-based foodservice
group specialized in catering to
travellers’ needs is rapidly expand-
ing and reshaping itself in order to
respond to new opportunities,
develop new markets and adapt to
consumer trends. The new Auto-
grill is investing in innovation, turn-
ing out original formats and con-
cepts, forging new partnerships,
embracing digital technology and
developing unique digital market-
ing strategies.

Assaggio Rome Fiumicino Airport

Terrazza Aperol

Villaresi Service Station
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The prospering Israeli metropolis of Tel
Aviv is now globally considered as a hot
spot for gastronomy trends. And, believe
it or not, the Levant cuisine is managing
to do what the politicians have been
vainly attempting for decades: bringing
Arabs and Israelis together in harmony.
If you ask Israelis about Tel Aviv, the ans-
wer is always the same: the city is not
typical of Israel; it is a country of its own,
a sort of cocoon. But the cocoon is po-
rous. Tel Aviv stands for joie de vivre, and
for unpolitical hedonism. Those who live
there prefer restaurants and the beach
to the synagogue. Questions of how to
spend the evening aremore important for
most people than interpreting the Torah.
Which is certainly one of the reasons why

the city has become such a trend-setting
place among Europeans.
A further reason is the cuisine served:
freshness counts, numerous herbs and
spices. Minced aubergines, the fabulous
sesame-oil paste tahini, hummus and to-
mato sauces are ‘musts’ on every well-
laid table. Meals are often served in small
portions. Shared food arrived here a long
time ago, everyone tries a bit of every-
thing on the table. Restaurants such as
the Santa Katarina have donemuch to es-
tablish this trend. “At my restaurant, we
want everything to be relaxed and open,”
says proprietor and chef Tomer Agai. His
premises lie three minutes from Roth-
schild Boulevard, the city’s smartest thor-
oughfare. At Agai’s you sit outside under

Levant cuisine: the food trend
from the Near East continues to

spread throughout Europe where
hummus is a standard on metro-

politan menus. However, the
knowledge of the average guest
ceases after the mention of fava

beans. Even though Levant cuisine
has much more to offer it is some-

thing that must be tracked down
in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem.

By Boris Tomic.

Eyal Shani in Ha Salon

City Guide: Dubai

Though in the midst of an economically
challenging period, Dubai’s restaurant
market is continuing to grow steadily.
The number of restaurant openings in
2017 more than tripled over the last two
years with international franchise oper-
ators expanding their business as well
as more and more local independent
players developing new and exciting
concepts. The high percentage of expats
from all over the world, an affluent and
well-travelled local population plus
rapidly increasing tourism figures (2016
the world’s fourth most popular travel
destination with 14.9 m visitors) help to
ensure that an interesting mix of cuis-
ines, restaurant formats and styles has
been shaping the city’s dining scene
over the years.

Multi-cuisine food hall

In a city famed for its novel dining experi-
ences, what would somewhere truly
fresh, vibrant and exciting look like? As an
answer to this question Kunal and Rania
Lahori, CEO and co-founder of Dubai-
based Create Hospitality, launched
Bazxar, a multi-cuisine eatery located at
the Dubai International Financial Centre
(DIFC). Based on the food hall concept, it
features a casual Vietnamese station
serving steamed bao buns, traditional
soups and noodles; a ‘meat district’ sell-
ing American-style burgers, sandwiches
and hotdogs; an elegant dining room of-
fering a good selection of classic salads,
pizza and pasta and signature fish and
meat dishes, a Mediterranean bakery and
coffee counter, and a cocktail bar. The
multilayered venue has soon become
popular amongst Dubai residents, not
just for its diverse food offer but also for its
Happy Hour and its ‘Prohibition Brunch’
on Fridays with unlimited starters, choice
of onemain and dessert.
The interiors by Bishop Design feature a
combination of contemporary art (in-
cluding a portrait of Argentinian leader
Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara), rustic wooden
flooring, meshmetal work with brass fin-
ishes, and custom-designed leather fur-
nishings. www.bazxar.com
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A Foodie Paradise
With over 12,000 foodservice out-
lets and around 2.8 m inhabitants,

the restaurant density in Dubai is
irrefutably high. From international
fast-food outlets in the numerous

mega malls, via cafes and casual
eateries, to fine dining establish-

ments in five-star hotels, the dining
options are many and varied. And it

is with good reason that the city is
considered a foodie capital of the

region. Over the last couple of
years, competition has intensified

resulting not only in the emergence
of more creative dining-out experi-
ences but also in the rise of home-

grown concepts tailored to the
needs of Dubai’s visitors and

residents. Bettina Quabius explores
the most talked about restaurant

openings in recent months.

CITY GUIDE

Bazxar

Nick & Scott

Carnival by Tresind

In 1993 you, a young American entre-
preneur moved to Eastern Europe to
start your business. How did you de-
cide that Poland was the right place at
the right moment?
I went to Berlin to see the change after the
fall of the wall. Once there, I decided to go
farther east. That’s how it started, just cu-
riosity. There was nothing in Poland at
the time, so it didn’t take a business plan
or a lot of thinking. I just figured people
needed to do something.My first planwas
to renovate some of the old dilapidated

buildings. I bought one in Wrocław and
later opened a restaurant in it. It was a
Pizza Hut, but one unlike anywhere else
in the world, because PepsiCo, which
owned the brand at the time, was not
ready to provide any support. So, I bought
an Italian restaurant from Washington,
DC, rebuilt it in Wrocław and renamed it
Pizza Hut.

More than twenty years on, AmRest is a
group with 1,200 restaurants and near-
ly 30,000 employees operating in a

multi-country environment. How did
those early beginnings forge your
company culture?
We are very much a people business.
Whenwe started the company none of us
had ever worked in or run a restaurant
before, because there were no restaur-
ants at the time in Central Europe. So we
had to do and learn everything on our
own. Which created an incredibly strong
bond between us. Of our senior executive
team, many of them have been with us
since the very beginning. Once you build
the kind of comraderie that comes from
having gone through those early years,
you stick together. These were fun days.
Very hard at the beginning, but you for-
get that and all that remains is the fun.
And it was really instructive.

What does a people business do to
train people?
One of our core values is feedback: we be-
lieve in open and honest feedback, both
for positive and negative work. In our
companywepromote about 2,000people
a year. They would already have had all
their training, all the mentoring from
their manager, but before promoting
them we put them though what we call a
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Trust in Good Intentions!
That’s one of the core values at AmRest, the Wrocław-based foodservice group

founded by Henry McGovern back in the early 1990s and now representing a
group sales volume of €964 m, achieved with some 1,200 outlets, comprising

various, mainly licenced brands in 13 countries. Numerous acquisitions helped
to rapidly extend the international network, such as the takeover of the Star-

bucks business in Germany last year as well as, most recently announced, the
German Pizza Hut Franchise network. In addition, AmRest just acquired a major-

ity in the Polish offshoot of Delivery Hero. A strong and trustful corporate
culture is key, says McGovern, above all when it comes to crossing borders. It all
starts with the strong belief that ‘Anything is possible!’ Interview by Flavia Fresia.

INTERVIEW

“We go after whatever will
make the brand more

transparent and better
quality to the customer.”

Henry McGovern
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All information is subject to change.

At last, a positive outlook again – pushed
by general economic growth, the major
driver of which is tourism. According to
the EU Commission, Spain’s GDP grew
by 3.2% in 2016, with 2.3% expected for
2017, and 2.1% for the coming year. A
tailwind for the foodservice sector, too.
Thus, the market-research institute NPD
España expects the current year to show
the sector as a whole up by 1.6%, with
1.5% for 2018. No great leaps, but an up-
wind can be felt, after the economic crisis
in Spain led to unemployment levels of
up to 26% (2016: 18.6%), changing the
foodservice landscape once and for all:
■ Thus polarisation between individual-
ly managed businesses and those which
are systemised has gathered pace, to the
benefit of the latter. NPD estimates that
multiple brands already generate 30% of
the total sales revenue at the country’s
roughly 72,000 restaurants – a figure
which is a record.
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Since the middle of 2015 the

Spanish foodservice sector has

been enjoying some buoyancy

again, after nearly ten years of

crisis – even if the growth rates are

still moderate: in 2016, according

to NPD España, sales in Spanish

foodservices as a whole grew

by 1.9% on the previous year,

to €35.1 bn – driven by visits,

which were up 1.3%, and an

increase in average bill of

0.4%. Following the economic

‘dry period’, system-based

foodservices are increasingly

coming to the fore, especially

QSR concepts. Mario Cañizal

comments on the latest

figures collected by NDP

España and Alimarket.
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The Good
Burger: the

burger formula
of the expand-

ing Restalia
Group belongs
to the biggest

new-openers in
2016.

The big players are striking out new paths when
it comes to siting their outlets: Burger King is in-
creasingly renting space in filling stations and
Restalia is opening its 100 Montaditos brand in
freestanders. ‘Muerde la Pasta’, by contrast, is
concentrating on large sales areas, especially in
shopping centres.

■ Just as striking is the triumph of fast-
food formats, under which NPD España
counts both fast-food concepts, as well
as cafeterias, tapas bars and delivery for-
mulas. If in 2004 the QSR segment al-
ready accounted for 25% of total out-of-
house expenditure on foodservice, and
for 39% of all visits, in 2015 these shares
were 37% and 53.8% respectively.
■ Coming to classical fullservice formu-
las, the corresponding figures for 2015
were 45.4% sales share, and 17.4% share
of visits. In 2004 the figures were 58%
and 37%.
The remaining shares come from the re-
tail sector (bakeries, convenience stores
etc.) and contract catering, plus travel
services. That the experts are forecasting
growth for the QSR segment in 2016+ is
due to the following reasons:
■ they supply attractive low-cost offers,
■ along with ‘functional fuelling’, they
are also good at placing ‘treats’,

■ they are extending their F&B range to
include breakfast and snack offers,

■ they are expanding rapidly in recently
built shopping centres and

■ they operate skilful, viral marketing,
particularly among young target
groups.

Nevertheless, the fullservice segment –
which subsumes all concepts with table
service, from casual to fine dining – by no
means stood idly by in the years of crisis.
On the contrary, external factors have
frequently forced fullservice operators to
define and align themselves more clear-
ly, employingmeasures such as
■ clearly comprehensible price-perfor-
mance structures,

■ a sharpening of profile through use of
local and seasonal products,

■ focusing on the product offered, buzz-
word: premium burgers,

■ unique products, such as ‘sharing’
offers,

■ expansion of more affordable alterna-
tive concepts by star chefs such as the
Adrià and Iglesias brothers,

■ launch of franchising or expansion as
licensor or licensee.

Concrete figures

According to the National Statistical In-
stitute (INE), Spain’s overall foodservice
sector comprises some 300,000 catering
units – from small beach booths, to con-
tract catering, to hotel restaurants. The
figure includes about 188,000 bars,
72,000 restaurants, and 14,000 commu-
nal-catering outlets. Total sales revenue
grew in 2015, according to NPD, by
1.4%; 2016 showed a rise in sales of 1.9%
on 2015, in concrete terms to ¤35.13 bn.
But note: with an inflation rate of 0% in
2015 and 1.6% in 2016 (source: INE).
According to the market researchers,
visits at foodservice outlets rose by 1.3%
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Top 30 Foodservice Companies in Spain 2016
R Company Sector Main Brands Units Sales (net)

in € m*

1 McDonald’s QSR McDonald’s 503 980
2 Burger King QSR Burger King 691 630

3 Telepizza QSR Telepizza 1,389 517
4 Grupo Zena Casual/QSR Foster’s Hollywood, BK, Domino’s, etc. 496 500

5 Areas Travel La Pausa, Caffricio, Ars, Como, Medas 600 445
5 Serunión Contract Catering Serunión 2,920 445

7 Grupo Vips Casual/QSR Vips, Ginos, Starbucks, The Wok 335 396
8 Compass Contract Catering Eurest Colectividades 1,600 356

9 Beer&Food Casual Beer Station, Gambrinus, Official Irish Pub 430 295
10 Restauravia Casual/QSR La Tagliatella, KFC 256 290

11 Restalia QSR 100 Montaditos, La Sureña, TGB 635 275
12 Sodexo Iberia Contract Catering Sodexo 415 221

13 Eat Out Group QSR/Casual Pans&Co, Dehesa Santa Maria, FresCo 334 220
14 Auzo Lagún Contract Catering Ausolan 300 197

15 Comess Group Casual Lizarrán, Cantina Mariachi etc. 301 182
16 Aramark Contract Catering Aramark 950 170

17 El Corte Inglés Casual Restaurants, Cafeterias El Corte I., 141 160
Restauración El Rincón del Café, Gourmet Experience

18 Mediterránea de Catering Contract Catering Mediterránea 550 145

19 SSP Travel Ritazza, Upper Crust, Mums Kitchen 75 110
20 Rodilla QSR Rodilla, Jamaica, Café de Indias 187 100

20 Yum! Brands QSR KFC, Taco Bell, Pizza Hut 116 100
22 Cia del Trópico Café&Té Casual/QSR Café&Té, Café&Tapas, Panaria 222 87

22 Gate Gourmet Travel Gate Gourmet - 87
24 Establiments Viena QSR Viena 47 69

25 Autogrill Travel La Barrila, Autogrill, Rincones 69 68
26 ISS Catering Contract Catering ISS 300 63

27 Herben QSR Muerde La Pasta 24 60
27 Ikea Food QSR Ikea 20 60

29 An Grup Casual El Mussol, Tapa Tapa, Txapelia 29 55
30 Andilana Casual La Mary, Miu, Basilico 33 50

* System sales/turnover based on company performance including franchise activities. Franchised and other overlapping activities are double counted Source: Alimarket

■ ■ ■ Breakdown/Continents ■

percentage*

■ Europe 70%

■ North America 9%

■ Middle East 19 %

■ Africa/Asia/Australia 2%

Source: address pool FoodService E&ME

Circulation print version
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Qualified address pool: 12,500
Additional distribution 1,500
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Circulation e-paper
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Now already in the second year: ‘FoodService
Bites’ – our weekly aggregated newsletter in
English. ‘FoodService Bites’ is aimed at the
international readership of FoodService
Europe & Middle East trade magazine and all
specialists and experts from the foodservice
sector and related disciplines.

To supplement the analyses of the bi-monthly
printed edition, we now present a weekly
selection of interesting articles about the
entire out-of-home market – compiled from
topical online publications from Europe and
the global market.

In addition to information on important new
openings, M&A, corporate results and the
strategic approaches of major international
foodservice players, ‘FoodService Bites’ will
provide relevant background knowledge for
top decision makers. In the spotlight: well-
founded contributions on subjects such as
F&B and technological trends and innovations,

as well as consumer preferences and eating
habits. We aim to give our readers useful
inspiration!

Moreover, thanks to a collaboration with the
npdgroup deutschland market research com-
pany, each newsletter will feature a ‘weekly
research bite’ with interesting, up-to-the-
minute facts and figures about away-from-
home consumption in Europe’s leading mar-
kets, edited exclusively for ‘FoodService Bites’.

The main topics to be covered by
‘FoodService Bites’:

• Food & Beverages

• Consumer Trends

• Operators / New Openings

• Regions

• Marketing / Human Resources

• Digitization, Social Media & Co.

• Weekly Research Bite

17% – Great Britain

16% – Germany

15% – France

8% – Spain/Portugal

10% – Benelux

7% – Italy

8% – Austria/Switzerland

10% – Scandinavia

9% – other European countries
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21% – Middle East

2% – Africa/Asia/Australia
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8% – Proprietor/Co-Proprietor

24% – Managing Director

Breakdown by
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Europe

Breakdown by
positions

13% – Manager

3% – Other

52% – General Manager/CEO/Senior
Management
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4 weeks 3,000.00

8 weeks 5,450.00

12 weeks 7,500.00

48 weeks 25,500.00

Advertising Rates
over 5,000 € 3%

over 7,000 € 5%

over 10,00 € 10%
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for publishing advertisement
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Circulation: 10,000

General Information
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Banner format:
Top-Banner: 630x75 pixels,
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Maximum file size: 150 KB

Agency Commision: 15%
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Italy, France, Germany

Karl Brauckmann, CEO, BackWerk,
Essen/Germany

Europe’s Largest Coffee Bar
Brands; City Guide Amsterdam

F&B at Major Retail Enterprises

Food Delivery

Hotel Bars: Trendy Drinks

Innovations in Contract Catering

Growing Strong: Chick-fil-A, USA

NRA, Chicago;
World of Coffee, Amsterdam

Edition III
June 25, 2018
June 01, 2018

Food Courts 3.0

Poké Bowls

David McDowall, MD,
Brew Dog, Ellon/Scotland

Germany: Top 100; Poland:
Top 20; Netherlands: Top 20

Jumeirah Restaurant Group

Levantine Cuisine on the Rise

Themed Hotels in Leisure
Parks

Spain: Casual Concepts by
Starred Chefs

China: Striking Back

Edition IV
August 23, 2018
July 23, 2018

Foodservice & C-Stores at
Petrol and Service Stations

Concepts from UK, Denmark,
The Netherlands, Spain

Michael La Cour, MD, Ikea Food
Service, Helsingborg/Sweden

Sweden: Top 25 Fast Food;
France: Top 50; USA: Top Food-
service Chains; Hot Spot Ibiza

Refined Coffee and Tea
Concepts

New Shopping Centers

Hotel Websites: What Matters?

Roadhouse Grill/Cremonini
Group, Italy

Hot Concepts in USA

Gulfood Manufacturing, Dubai;
19th European Foodservice;
Summit, Zurich;
PIR, Moscow;
GulfHost, Dubai

Edition V
October 18, 2018
September 21, 2018

Modern Patisserie and
Coffee Specialities

New Ideas for Breakfast

Ezio Balarini, CMO, Autogrill,
Milan/Italy

Russia: Top 30; Spain:
Market Update

Healthy Meal Delivery

Social Media Communication

Cool Ski Resorts

KellyDely, France

Eating Out in Auckland, NZ

SIAL, Paris;
Equip Hotel, Paris;
Sial, Abu Dhabi;
Allegra Coffee Symposium

Edition VI
December 18, 2018
November 26, 2018

Premium Steak Houses

Concepts from Poland,
Austria, Sweden, Russia

Klaus Rader, Founder/CEO,
L’Osteria, Munich/Germany

Europe: Top 99

Opening Maryah Central,
Abu Dhabi

Modern Dinner Clubs

Restaurant & Bar Design
Award Winners

Food Pairing

Hot Spot Singapore

Nafem, Orlando;
Horecava, Amsterdam;
Ambiente, Frankfurt;
Sirha, Lyon

Company Portraits / Multi-Country Sales and Service Organisations – Overview Innovative Products

■ ■ ■ European Countries ■

percentage*

■ Great Britain 17%

■ Germany 16%

■ France 14%

■ Spain/Portugal 9%

■ Benelux 11%

■ Italy 7%

■ Austria/Switzerland 7%

■ Scandinavia 12%

■ other European countries 7%

(Poland/Russia/Turkey etc.)

* approximate distribution since the address pool
is constantly being updated

Source: address pool FoodService E&ME

A complete e-paper parallel to the
print version.
In more than 50 countries the digital Food-
Service E&ME is sent to foodservice de-
cision makers. The electronic reproduction
of the magazine provides 1:1 online-access
to all articles, rankings and advertisements.
It allows the user to download, print and
link all topics, editorial related or ad-clients
websites.

The positive earnings balance of Switzer-
land’s top 25 food-service players for
2016: an increase of 2%! This perfor-
mance has all the more significance if
you look at the last three years of in-
crease as a whole and remember that the
(small) rise of the previous year had been
ensconced on a growth rate of almost 4%
in 2014. And if you relate the top 25 re-

sults to overall market data for the hospi-
tality-services industry, which are in
negative territory for the fifth year run-
ning – in 2016, too, earnings were down
(GastroSuisse industry analysis).
To start with the main facts: In 2016,
the top 25 Swiss food-service businesses
accounted in total for a market volume of
almost CHF4.8 bn, earned by over 35,000
employees in some 2,400 businesses.
The three companies in the top places
represent, analogously to the previous
year, three of the four market segments
whichmake up the league table:
1. Migros-Genossenschafts-Bund,
MGB (retail catering),

2. McDonald’s (concept specialist, quick
service, table service in >25 restaurants),
3. SV Group (catering, including com-
munal catering).
Jointly the top three accounted in 2016
for a sales volume of over CHF2 bn –
which, when looked at generously, makes
nearly 50% of earnings for the top 25. Up
to 14th place, the league table is un-
changed from the previous year: no
jumps or changes of place.
Overall, three of the 19 increase-register-
ing businesses saw a double-digit per-
centage rise. On the other hand, six play-
ers reported a fall in sales, four of them in
small single-digit percentages and two in
double-digit territory.

Two changes in the list must be men-
tioned: a newcomer in 2016 and two
waiting in the wings. Long under scruti-
ny and now finally among the boys on
the league table is Fredy Wiesner Gas-
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Great at the Top
In economic terms Switzerland is struggling with
various challenges. The Swiss ’Frankenshock’ of
2015 is still having an impact. Regions near the

borders are feeling this keenly, because (among
other problems) demand for retail and food
services is emigrating to neighbouring coun-

tries. In 2016 the holiday districts also saw their
overnight-stay figures fall (-0.3%); Switzerland

is continuing to lose market share in the interna-
tional tourist trade. Significantly above the in-

dustry level, on the other hand, comes the
trend among the top 25 biggest food-service
suppliers (excluding hotel business), which in
2016 saw its revenues climb by 2% compared
with 2015. An exclusive league table from our

sister magazine food-service.
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2016: Top 25
– Sales breakdown by sectors –

35%
CS

28%
R

27%
CC

10%
T

Concept specialists (CS)
Retail/In-Store gastronomy (R)
Contract catering (CC)
Travel catering (T)

In 2016 (as in 2015) the market segment with the
highest growth is the field of contract catering.
This segment is one of the two smallest in the
league table but it contributes 27% of the top
25’s sales revenues. A positive aspect for this
segment: the diminution in tourism and migra-
tion of purchasing power into border regions is
showing no impact in this context.

SWITZERLAND

Source: food-service

‘Locals love sushi’ is an often heard com-
ment when it comes to Japanese food in
the Middle East, whether you are in the
UAE, Lebanon or Qatar. The versatility
and the broad appeal of Japanese cuisine
are part of its success. Another reason is
that consumers in theMiddle East are in-
creasingly on the lookout for healthy op-
tions and Japanese food fits that need as

it is light, healthy and tasty. Last but not
least, the grazing style of consuming su-
shi & co is familiar to the Middle Eastern
culture, since it is related to the mezze
concept.

Amman
Yoshi is a contemporary casual and re-
laxed all-day Asian dining restaurant lo-
cated in a plush residential area behind
the Second and Third Circles in Amman.
A place to have a business lunch, after-
noon Japanese tea on the terrace or just
to meet friends at the centrepiece bar for
some light bites, the restaurant was in-
troduced to the local market in 2008 by
the ATICO Fakhreldin Group, a Jordani-

an holding company operating in multi-
service hospitality management with
over ten restaurants, cafés and pubs in
Jordan and the Middle East. The concept
proved highly successful and soon be-
came a hot spot on Amman’s restaurant
scene.
In a slick interior comprised of wood
paneled walls, banquet seating, a con-
temporary fireplace, awood decked sum-
mer terrace and brass and bamboo fit-
tings, Yoshi serves freshly prepared
Asian food with light Dim Sum, authen-
tic teppanyaki and Asian platters. Sushi
and sashimi are created live at the bar
where seating is available. Particularly
during lunchtime, guests are predomin-
antly female, in the evenings a mix of
expats, tourists and locals of all ages
visit the restaurant spending an average
of ¤45 by ordering the signature Yoshi
Salad (¤9.60), Crab Rangoon (¤7),
Shrimp & Spinach dumpling (¤6.50),

50

The popularity of Japanese cuisine in the Middle East is ever increasing.
Japanese restaurants have sprung up like Shiitake mushrooms within the
last ten to 15 years. From ready-made boxes sold in supermarkets and
small fast-casual outlets and sushi bars in the shopping malls to mid-
market places, both in hotels and as stand-alone restaurants, to fine-
dining venues in five-star hotels, the segment has become a steady and
indispensable element on the region’s restaurant scene. Bettina Quabius
explores some of the most popular concepts in the region.

A Culinary Love Affair

JAPANESE CUISINE

Play Restaurant & Lounge, Dubai

Dinings, Tel Aviv

Dinings, Tel Aviv

One group,
three divisions

Autogrill is one of the world’s leading
providers of foodservice in airports, mo-
torways and railways stations. It all start-
ed in 1947, when the first service area
opened on an Italian motorway. From
there, the Autogrill company, formed in
1977 from the merger of three Italian
motorway catering operators, went on to
gain the leading position in the motor-
way business in Italy, the name of the

brand becoming a byword for the format.
In 1999 it acquired HMSHost in USA, the
first of a series of major international
acquisitions. Nowadays, Autogrill’s ac-
tivities span four continents. In 2016,
airports represented 56% of the group’s
turnover, up from 54% in 2015, while
motorways went down to 36.5% from
38%. In the same time span, North
America went from 51 to 52% of total
revenues, Europe’s share declined from
41 to 38%, and Internationalwent from8
to 9.6%.

These figures represent Autogrill’s three
business divisions: HMSHost North
America (USA and Canada), responsible
for more than half of the group’s reve-
nues; HMSHost International (Northern
Europe, Middle East, Asia, Australia and
New Zealand), the more dynamic, show-
ing double digit growth; and Autogrill
Europe, which in 2016 posted revenues
down 1.8% on 2015 and where consoli-
dation, “rationalization of the business”,
“cost efficiencies”, “exits from channels in
countries of minor importance or limited
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TRAVEL

On the Move
More international, diverse and
dynamic: Autogrill is on the move.
The Italian-based foodservice
group specialized in catering to
travellers’ needs is rapidly expand-
ing and reshaping itself in order to
respond to new opportunities,
develop new markets and adapt to
consumer trends. The new Auto-
grill is investing in innovation, turn-
ing out original formats and con-
cepts, forging new partnerships,
embracing digital technology and
developing unique digital market-
ing strategies.

Assaggio Rome Fiumicino Airport

Terrazza Aperol

Villaresi Service Station
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The prospering Israeli metropolis of Tel
Aviv is now globally considered as a hot
spot for gastronomy trends. And, believe
it or not, the Levant cuisine is managing
to do what the politicians have been
vainly attempting for decades: bringing
Arabs and Israelis together in harmony.
If you ask Israelis about Tel Aviv, the ans-
wer is always the same: the city is not
typical of Israel; it is a country of its own,
a sort of cocoon. But the cocoon is po-
rous. Tel Aviv stands for joie de vivre, and
for unpolitical hedonism. Those who live
there prefer restaurants and the beach
to the synagogue. Questions of how to
spend the evening aremore important for
most people than interpreting the Torah.
Which is certainly one of the reasons why

the city has become such a trend-setting
place among Europeans.
A further reason is the cuisine served:
freshness counts, numerous herbs and
spices. Minced aubergines, the fabulous
sesame-oil paste tahini, hummus and to-
mato sauces are ‘musts’ on every well-
laid table. Meals are often served in small
portions. Shared food arrived here a long
time ago, everyone tries a bit of every-
thing on the table. Restaurants such as
the Santa Katarina have donemuch to es-
tablish this trend. “At my restaurant, we
want everything to be relaxed and open,”
says proprietor and chef Tomer Agai. His
premises lie three minutes from Roth-
schild Boulevard, the city’s smartest thor-
oughfare. At Agai’s you sit outside under

Levant cuisine: the food trend
from the Near East continues to

spread throughout Europe where
hummus is a standard on metro-

politan menus. However, the
knowledge of the average guest
ceases after the mention of fava

beans. Even though Levant cuisine
has much more to offer it is some-

thing that must be tracked down
in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem.

By Boris Tomic.

Eyal Shani in Ha Salon

City Guide: Dubai

Though in the midst of an economically
challenging period, Dubai’s restaurant
market is continuing to grow steadily.
The number of restaurant openings in
2017 more than tripled over the last two
years with international franchise oper-
ators expanding their business as well
as more and more local independent
players developing new and exciting
concepts. The high percentage of expats
from all over the world, an affluent and
well-travelled local population plus
rapidly increasing tourism figures (2016
the world’s fourth most popular travel
destination with 14.9 m visitors) help to
ensure that an interesting mix of cuis-
ines, restaurant formats and styles has
been shaping the city’s dining scene
over the years.

Multi-cuisine food hall

In a city famed for its novel dining experi-
ences, what would somewhere truly
fresh, vibrant and exciting look like? As an
answer to this question Kunal and Rania
Lahori, CEO and co-founder of Dubai-
based Create Hospitality, launched
Bazxar, a multi-cuisine eatery located at
the Dubai International Financial Centre
(DIFC). Based on the food hall concept, it
features a casual Vietnamese station
serving steamed bao buns, traditional
soups and noodles; a ‘meat district’ sell-
ing American-style burgers, sandwiches
and hotdogs; an elegant dining room of-
fering a good selection of classic salads,
pizza and pasta and signature fish and
meat dishes, a Mediterranean bakery and
coffee counter, and a cocktail bar. The
multilayered venue has soon become
popular amongst Dubai residents, not
just for its diverse food offer but also for its
Happy Hour and its ‘Prohibition Brunch’
on Fridays with unlimited starters, choice
of onemain and dessert.
The interiors by Bishop Design feature a
combination of contemporary art (in-
cluding a portrait of Argentinian leader
Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara), rustic wooden
flooring, meshmetal work with brass fin-
ishes, and custom-designed leather fur-
nishings. www.bazxar.com
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A Foodie Paradise
With over 12,000 foodservice out-
lets and around 2.8 m inhabitants,

the restaurant density in Dubai is
irrefutably high. From international
fast-food outlets in the numerous

mega malls, via cafes and casual
eateries, to fine dining establish-

ments in five-star hotels, the dining
options are many and varied. And it

is with good reason that the city is
considered a foodie capital of the

region. Over the last couple of
years, competition has intensified

resulting not only in the emergence
of more creative dining-out experi-
ences but also in the rise of home-

grown concepts tailored to the
needs of Dubai’s visitors and

residents. Bettina Quabius explores
the most talked about restaurant

openings in recent months.

CITY GUIDE

Bazxar

Nick & Scott

Carnival by Tresind

In 1993 you, a young American entre-
preneur moved to Eastern Europe to
start your business. How did you de-
cide that Poland was the right place at
the right moment?
I went to Berlin to see the change after the
fall of the wall. Once there, I decided to go
farther east. That’s how it started, just cu-
riosity. There was nothing in Poland at
the time, so it didn’t take a business plan
or a lot of thinking. I just figured people
needed to do something.My first planwas
to renovate some of the old dilapidated

buildings. I bought one in Wrocław and
later opened a restaurant in it. It was a
Pizza Hut, but one unlike anywhere else
in the world, because PepsiCo, which
owned the brand at the time, was not
ready to provide any support. So, I bought
an Italian restaurant from Washington,
DC, rebuilt it in Wrocław and renamed it
Pizza Hut.

More than twenty years on, AmRest is a
group with 1,200 restaurants and near-
ly 30,000 employees operating in a

multi-country environment. How did
those early beginnings forge your
company culture?
We are very much a people business.
Whenwe started the company none of us
had ever worked in or run a restaurant
before, because there were no restaur-
ants at the time in Central Europe. So we
had to do and learn everything on our
own. Which created an incredibly strong
bond between us. Of our senior executive
team, many of them have been with us
since the very beginning. Once you build
the kind of comraderie that comes from
having gone through those early years,
you stick together. These were fun days.
Very hard at the beginning, but you for-
get that and all that remains is the fun.
And it was really instructive.

What does a people business do to
train people?
One of our core values is feedback: we be-
lieve in open and honest feedback, both
for positive and negative work. In our
companywepromote about 2,000people
a year. They would already have had all
their training, all the mentoring from
their manager, but before promoting
them we put them though what we call a
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Trust in Good Intentions!
That’s one of the core values at AmRest, the Wrocław-based foodservice group

founded by Henry McGovern back in the early 1990s and now representing a
group sales volume of €964 m, achieved with some 1,200 outlets, comprising

various, mainly licenced brands in 13 countries. Numerous acquisitions helped
to rapidly extend the international network, such as the takeover of the Star-

bucks business in Germany last year as well as, most recently announced, the
German Pizza Hut Franchise network. In addition, AmRest just acquired a major-

ity in the Polish offshoot of Delivery Hero. A strong and trustful corporate
culture is key, says McGovern, above all when it comes to crossing borders. It all
starts with the strong belief that ‘Anything is possible!’ Interview by Flavia Fresia.

INTERVIEW

“We go after whatever will
make the brand more

transparent and better
quality to the customer.”

Henry McGovern
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All information is subject to change.

At last, a positive outlook again – pushed
by general economic growth, the major
driver of which is tourism. According to
the EU Commission, Spain’s GDP grew
by 3.2% in 2016, with 2.3% expected for
2017, and 2.1% for the coming year. A
tailwind for the foodservice sector, too.
Thus, the market-research institute NPD
España expects the current year to show
the sector as a whole up by 1.6%, with
1.5% for 2018. No great leaps, but an up-
wind can be felt, after the economic crisis
in Spain led to unemployment levels of
up to 26% (2016: 18.6%), changing the
foodservice landscape once and for all:
■ Thus polarisation between individual-
ly managed businesses and those which
are systemised has gathered pace, to the
benefit of the latter. NPD estimates that
multiple brands already generate 30% of
the total sales revenue at the country’s
roughly 72,000 restaurants – a figure
which is a record.
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Since the middle of 2015 the

Spanish foodservice sector has

been enjoying some buoyancy

again, after nearly ten years of

crisis – even if the growth rates are

still moderate: in 2016, according

to NPD España, sales in Spanish

foodservices as a whole grew

by 1.9% on the previous year,

to €35.1 bn – driven by visits,

which were up 1.3%, and an

increase in average bill of

0.4%. Following the economic

‘dry period’, system-based

foodservices are increasingly

coming to the fore, especially

QSR concepts. Mario Cañizal

comments on the latest

figures collected by NDP

España and Alimarket.
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The Good
Burger: the

burger formula
of the expand-

ing Restalia
Group belongs
to the biggest

new-openers in
2016.

The big players are striking out new paths when
it comes to siting their outlets: Burger King is in-
creasingly renting space in filling stations and
Restalia is opening its 100 Montaditos brand in
freestanders. ‘Muerde la Pasta’, by contrast, is
concentrating on large sales areas, especially in
shopping centres.

■ Just as striking is the triumph of fast-
food formats, under which NPD España
counts both fast-food concepts, as well
as cafeterias, tapas bars and delivery for-
mulas. If in 2004 the QSR segment al-
ready accounted for 25% of total out-of-
house expenditure on foodservice, and
for 39% of all visits, in 2015 these shares
were 37% and 53.8% respectively.
■ Coming to classical fullservice formu-
las, the corresponding figures for 2015
were 45.4% sales share, and 17.4% share
of visits. In 2004 the figures were 58%
and 37%.
The remaining shares come from the re-
tail sector (bakeries, convenience stores
etc.) and contract catering, plus travel
services. That the experts are forecasting
growth for the QSR segment in 2016+ is
due to the following reasons:
■ they supply attractive low-cost offers,
■ along with ‘functional fuelling’, they
are also good at placing ‘treats’,

■ they are extending their F&B range to
include breakfast and snack offers,

■ they are expanding rapidly in recently
built shopping centres and

■ they operate skilful, viral marketing,
particularly among young target
groups.

Nevertheless, the fullservice segment –
which subsumes all concepts with table
service, from casual to fine dining – by no
means stood idly by in the years of crisis.
On the contrary, external factors have
frequently forced fullservice operators to
define and align themselves more clear-
ly, employingmeasures such as
■ clearly comprehensible price-perfor-
mance structures,

■ a sharpening of profile through use of
local and seasonal products,

■ focusing on the product offered, buzz-
word: premium burgers,

■ unique products, such as ‘sharing’
offers,

■ expansion of more affordable alterna-
tive concepts by star chefs such as the
Adrià and Iglesias brothers,

■ launch of franchising or expansion as
licensor or licensee.

Concrete figures

According to the National Statistical In-
stitute (INE), Spain’s overall foodservice
sector comprises some 300,000 catering
units – from small beach booths, to con-
tract catering, to hotel restaurants. The
figure includes about 188,000 bars,
72,000 restaurants, and 14,000 commu-
nal-catering outlets. Total sales revenue
grew in 2015, according to NPD, by
1.4%; 2016 showed a rise in sales of 1.9%
on 2015, in concrete terms to ¤35.13 bn.
But note: with an inflation rate of 0% in
2015 and 1.6% in 2016 (source: INE).
According to the market researchers,
visits at foodservice outlets rose by 1.3%
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SPAIN

Top 30 Foodservice Companies in Spain 2016
R Company Sector Main Brands Units Sales (net)

in € m*

1 McDonald’s QSR McDonald’s 503 980
2 Burger King QSR Burger King 691 630

3 Telepizza QSR Telepizza 1,389 517
4 Grupo Zena Casual/QSR Foster’s Hollywood, BK, Domino’s, etc. 496 500

5 Areas Travel La Pausa, Caffricio, Ars, Como, Medas 600 445
5 Serunión Contract Catering Serunión 2,920 445

7 Grupo Vips Casual/QSR Vips, Ginos, Starbucks, The Wok 335 396
8 Compass Contract Catering Eurest Colectividades 1,600 356

9 Beer&Food Casual Beer Station, Gambrinus, Official Irish Pub 430 295
10 Restauravia Casual/QSR La Tagliatella, KFC 256 290

11 Restalia QSR 100 Montaditos, La Sureña, TGB 635 275
12 Sodexo Iberia Contract Catering Sodexo 415 221

13 Eat Out Group QSR/Casual Pans&Co, Dehesa Santa Maria, FresCo 334 220
14 Auzo Lagún Contract Catering Ausolan 300 197

15 Comess Group Casual Lizarrán, Cantina Mariachi etc. 301 182
16 Aramark Contract Catering Aramark 950 170

17 El Corte Inglés Casual Restaurants, Cafeterias El Corte I., 141 160
Restauración El Rincón del Café, Gourmet Experience

18 Mediterránea de Catering Contract Catering Mediterránea 550 145

19 SSP Travel Ritazza, Upper Crust, Mums Kitchen 75 110
20 Rodilla QSR Rodilla, Jamaica, Café de Indias 187 100

20 Yum! Brands QSR KFC, Taco Bell, Pizza Hut 116 100
22 Cia del Trópico Café&Té Casual/QSR Café&Té, Café&Tapas, Panaria 222 87

22 Gate Gourmet Travel Gate Gourmet - 87
24 Establiments Viena QSR Viena 47 69

25 Autogrill Travel La Barrila, Autogrill, Rincones 69 68
26 ISS Catering Contract Catering ISS 300 63

27 Herben QSR Muerde La Pasta 24 60
27 Ikea Food QSR Ikea 20 60

29 An Grup Casual El Mussol, Tapa Tapa, Txapelia 29 55
30 Andilana Casual La Mary, Miu, Basilico 33 50

* System sales/turnover based on company performance including franchise activities. Franchised and other overlapping activities are double counted Source: Alimarket

■ ■ ■ Breakdown/Continents ■

percentage*

■ Europe 70%

■ North America 9%

■ Middle East 19 %

■ Africa/Asia/Australia 2%

Source: address pool FoodService E&ME

Circulation print version
Total circulation: 14,000
Qualified address pool: 12,500
Additional distribution 1,500
(trade fairs etc.)

Circulation e-paper
Total circulation: 6,500

Now already in the second year: ‘FoodService
Bites’ – our weekly aggregated newsletter in
English. ‘FoodService Bites’ is aimed at the
international readership of FoodService
Europe & Middle East trade magazine and all
specialists and experts from the foodservice
sector and related disciplines.

To supplement the analyses of the bi-monthly
printed edition, we now present a weekly
selection of interesting articles about the
entire out-of-home market – compiled from
topical online publications from Europe and
the global market.

In addition to information on important new
openings, M&A, corporate results and the
strategic approaches of major international
foodservice players, ‘FoodService Bites’ will
provide relevant background knowledge for
top decision makers. In the spotlight: well-
founded contributions on subjects such as
F&B and technological trends and innovations,

as well as consumer preferences and eating
habits. We aim to give our readers useful
inspiration!

Moreover, thanks to a collaboration with the
npdgroup deutschland market research com-
pany, each newsletter will feature a ‘weekly
research bite’ with interesting, up-to-the-
minute facts and figures about away-from-
home consumption in Europe’s leading mar-
kets, edited exclusively for ‘FoodService Bites’.

The main topics to be covered by
‘FoodService Bites’:

• Food & Beverages

• Consumer Trends

• Operators / New Openings

• Regions

• Marketing / Human Resources

• Digitization, Social Media & Co.

• Weekly Research Bite

17% – Great Britain

16% – Germany

15% – France

8% – Spain/Portugal

10% – Benelux

7% – Italy

8% – Austria/Switzerland

10% – Scandinavia

9% – other European countries

(e.g. Poland, Russia)

21% – Middle East

2% – Africa/Asia/Australia

70% – Europe

7% – North America

8% – Proprietor/Co-Proprietor

24% – Managing Director

Breakdown by
continents

and countries
Europe

Breakdown by
positions

13% – Manager

3% – Other

52% – General Manager/CEO/Senior
Management

period price in €

4 weeks 3,000.00

8 weeks 5,450.00

12 weeks 7,500.00

48 weeks 25,500.00

Advertising Rates
over 5,000 € 3%

over 7,000 € 5%

over 10,00 € 10%

over 15,000 € 15%

over 20,000 € 20%

for publishing advertisement
within one insertion year
(12 months)

Discounts

Circulation: 10,000

General Information
Publication frequency:
every Thursday

Banner format:
Top-Banner: 630x75 pixels,
static JPEG
Banner: 520x200 or
300x250 pixels, static JPEG

Maximum file size: 150 KB

Agency Commision: 15%

Terms of Payment and
Bank account details:
same as FoodService Europe
& Middle East
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Editorial Topics 2018 (6 issues/bi-monthly)
Edition
Publishing Date:
Ad Closing:

1. Pan-European Survey

2. Hot Trend / Concepts to Watch

3. Interview

4. Market Analyses / City Guides

5. Middle East

6. Trends (Food & Beverage, Equipment etc.)

7. Hotels / Design

8. Case Studies (Companies / Subjects)

9. Worldwide

10. Suppliers

11. Exhibitions / Congresses

Edition I
February 13, 2018
January 22, 2018

Craft-Beer Concepts I

Upscale Hot Dogs

Jambu Palaniappan, GM, UberEATS
EMEA, Amsterdam/The Netherlands

Booming Berlin

Patisserie/Confiserie Concepts

Food & Fashion

New Budget Design Hotels

Happy Italy, The Netherlands

Leaders Club International
Winners 2018

Gulfood, Dubai;
Internorga, Hamburg;
GastroNord, Stockholm;
Hostelco, Barcelona;
Hotelex, Shanghai

Edition II
April 30, 2018
April 06, 2018

Craft-Beer Concepts II

Concepts from Switzerland,
Italy, France, Germany

Karl Brauckmann, CEO, BackWerk,
Essen/Germany

Europe’s Largest Coffee Bar
Brands; City Guide Amsterdam

F&B at Major Retail Enterprises

Food Delivery

Hotel Bars: Trendy Drinks

Innovations in Contract Catering

Growing Strong: Chick-fil-A, USA

NRA, Chicago;
World of Coffee, Amsterdam

Edition III
June 25, 2018
June 01, 2018

Food Courts 3.0

Poké Bowls

David McDowall, MD,
Brew Dog, Ellon/Scotland

Germany: Top 100; Poland:
Top 20; Netherlands: Top 20

Jumeirah Restaurant Group

Levantine Cuisine on the Rise

Themed Hotels in Leisure
Parks

Spain: Casual Concepts by
Starred Chefs

China: Striking Back

Edition IV
August 23, 2018
July 23, 2018

Foodservice & C-Stores at
Petrol and Service Stations

Concepts from UK, Denmark,
The Netherlands, Spain

Michael La Cour, MD, Ikea Food
Service, Helsingborg/Sweden

Sweden: Top 25 Fast Food;
France: Top 50; USA: Top Food-
service Chains; Hot Spot Ibiza

Refined Coffee and Tea
Concepts

New Shopping Centers

Hotel Websites: What Matters?

Roadhouse Grill/Cremonini
Group, Italy

Hot Concepts in USA

Gulfood Manufacturing, Dubai;
19th European Foodservice;
Summit, Zurich;
PIR, Moscow;
GulfHost, Dubai

Edition V
October 18, 2018
September 21, 2018

Modern Patisserie and
Coffee Specialities

New Ideas for Breakfast

Ezio Balarini, CMO, Autogrill,
Milan/Italy

Russia: Top 30; Spain:
Market Update

Healthy Meal Delivery

Social Media Communication

Cool Ski Resorts

KellyDely, France

Eating Out in Auckland, NZ

SIAL, Paris;
Equip Hotel, Paris;
Sial, Abu Dhabi;
Allegra Coffee Symposium

Edition VI
December 18, 2018
November 26, 2018

Premium Steak Houses

Concepts from Poland,
Austria, Sweden, Russia

Klaus Rader, Founder/CEO,
L’Osteria, Munich/Germany

Europe: Top 99

Opening Maryah Central,
Abu Dhabi

Modern Dinner Clubs

Restaurant & Bar Design
Award Winners

Food Pairing

Hot Spot Singapore

Nafem, Orlando;
Horecava, Amsterdam;
Ambiente, Frankfurt;
Sirha, Lyon

Company Portraits / Multi-Country Sales and Service Organisations – Overview Innovative Products

■ ■ ■ European Countries ■

percentage*

■ Great Britain 17%

■ Germany 16%

■ France 14%

■ Spain/Portugal 9%

■ Benelux 11%

■ Italy 7%

■ Austria/Switzerland 7%

■ Scandinavia 12%

■ other European countries 7%

(Poland/Russia/Turkey etc.)

* approximate distribution since the address pool
is constantly being updated

Source: address pool FoodService E&ME

A complete e-paper parallel to the
print version.
In more than 50 countries the digital Food-
Service E&ME is sent to foodservice de-
cision makers. The electronic reproduction
of the magazine provides 1:1 online-access
to all articles, rankings and advertisements.
It allows the user to download, print and
link all topics, editorial related or ad-clients
websites.

The positive earnings balance of Switzer-
land’s top 25 food-service players for
2016: an increase of 2%! This perfor-
mance has all the more significance if
you look at the last three years of in-
crease as a whole and remember that the
(small) rise of the previous year had been
ensconced on a growth rate of almost 4%
in 2014. And if you relate the top 25 re-

sults to overall market data for the hospi-
tality-services industry, which are in
negative territory for the fifth year run-
ning – in 2016, too, earnings were down
(GastroSuisse industry analysis).
To start with the main facts: In 2016,
the top 25 Swiss food-service businesses
accounted in total for a market volume of
almost CHF4.8 bn, earned by over 35,000
employees in some 2,400 businesses.
The three companies in the top places
represent, analogously to the previous
year, three of the four market segments
whichmake up the league table:
1. Migros-Genossenschafts-Bund,
MGB (retail catering),

2. McDonald’s (concept specialist, quick
service, table service in >25 restaurants),
3. SV Group (catering, including com-
munal catering).
Jointly the top three accounted in 2016
for a sales volume of over CHF2 bn –
which, when looked at generously, makes
nearly 50% of earnings for the top 25. Up
to 14th place, the league table is un-
changed from the previous year: no
jumps or changes of place.
Overall, three of the 19 increase-register-
ing businesses saw a double-digit per-
centage rise. On the other hand, six play-
ers reported a fall in sales, four of them in
small single-digit percentages and two in
double-digit territory.

Two changes in the list must be men-
tioned: a newcomer in 2016 and two
waiting in the wings. Long under scruti-
ny and now finally among the boys on
the league table is Fredy Wiesner Gas-
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Great at the Top
In economic terms Switzerland is struggling with
various challenges. The Swiss ’Frankenshock’ of
2015 is still having an impact. Regions near the

borders are feeling this keenly, because (among
other problems) demand for retail and food
services is emigrating to neighbouring coun-

tries. In 2016 the holiday districts also saw their
overnight-stay figures fall (-0.3%); Switzerland

is continuing to lose market share in the interna-
tional tourist trade. Significantly above the in-

dustry level, on the other hand, comes the
trend among the top 25 biggest food-service
suppliers (excluding hotel business), which in
2016 saw its revenues climb by 2% compared
with 2015. An exclusive league table from our

sister magazine food-service.
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2016: Top 25
– Sales breakdown by sectors –

35%
CS

28%
R

27%
CC

10%
T

Concept specialists (CS)
Retail/In-Store gastronomy (R)
Contract catering (CC)
Travel catering (T)

In 2016 (as in 2015) the market segment with the
highest growth is the field of contract catering.
This segment is one of the two smallest in the
league table but it contributes 27% of the top
25’s sales revenues. A positive aspect for this
segment: the diminution in tourism and migra-
tion of purchasing power into border regions is
showing no impact in this context.

SWITZERLAND

Source: food-service

‘Locals love sushi’ is an often heard com-
ment when it comes to Japanese food in
the Middle East, whether you are in the
UAE, Lebanon or Qatar. The versatility
and the broad appeal of Japanese cuisine
are part of its success. Another reason is
that consumers in theMiddle East are in-
creasingly on the lookout for healthy op-
tions and Japanese food fits that need as

it is light, healthy and tasty. Last but not
least, the grazing style of consuming su-
shi & co is familiar to the Middle Eastern
culture, since it is related to the mezze
concept.

Amman
Yoshi is a contemporary casual and re-
laxed all-day Asian dining restaurant lo-
cated in a plush residential area behind
the Second and Third Circles in Amman.
A place to have a business lunch, after-
noon Japanese tea on the terrace or just
to meet friends at the centrepiece bar for
some light bites, the restaurant was in-
troduced to the local market in 2008 by
the ATICO Fakhreldin Group, a Jordani-

an holding company operating in multi-
service hospitality management with
over ten restaurants, cafés and pubs in
Jordan and the Middle East. The concept
proved highly successful and soon be-
came a hot spot on Amman’s restaurant
scene.
In a slick interior comprised of wood
paneled walls, banquet seating, a con-
temporary fireplace, awood decked sum-
mer terrace and brass and bamboo fit-
tings, Yoshi serves freshly prepared
Asian food with light Dim Sum, authen-
tic teppanyaki and Asian platters. Sushi
and sashimi are created live at the bar
where seating is available. Particularly
during lunchtime, guests are predomin-
antly female, in the evenings a mix of
expats, tourists and locals of all ages
visit the restaurant spending an average
of ¤45 by ordering the signature Yoshi
Salad (¤9.60), Crab Rangoon (¤7),
Shrimp & Spinach dumpling (¤6.50),

50

The popularity of Japanese cuisine in the Middle East is ever increasing.
Japanese restaurants have sprung up like Shiitake mushrooms within the
last ten to 15 years. From ready-made boxes sold in supermarkets and
small fast-casual outlets and sushi bars in the shopping malls to mid-
market places, both in hotels and as stand-alone restaurants, to fine-
dining venues in five-star hotels, the segment has become a steady and
indispensable element on the region’s restaurant scene. Bettina Quabius
explores some of the most popular concepts in the region.

A Culinary Love Affair

JAPANESE CUISINE

Play Restaurant & Lounge, Dubai

Dinings, Tel Aviv

Dinings, Tel Aviv

One group,
three divisions

Autogrill is one of the world’s leading
providers of foodservice in airports, mo-
torways and railways stations. It all start-
ed in 1947, when the first service area
opened on an Italian motorway. From
there, the Autogrill company, formed in
1977 from the merger of three Italian
motorway catering operators, went on to
gain the leading position in the motor-
way business in Italy, the name of the

brand becoming a byword for the format.
In 1999 it acquired HMSHost in USA, the
first of a series of major international
acquisitions. Nowadays, Autogrill’s ac-
tivities span four continents. In 2016,
airports represented 56% of the group’s
turnover, up from 54% in 2015, while
motorways went down to 36.5% from
38%. In the same time span, North
America went from 51 to 52% of total
revenues, Europe’s share declined from
41 to 38%, and Internationalwent from8
to 9.6%.

These figures represent Autogrill’s three
business divisions: HMSHost North
America (USA and Canada), responsible
for more than half of the group’s reve-
nues; HMSHost International (Northern
Europe, Middle East, Asia, Australia and
New Zealand), the more dynamic, show-
ing double digit growth; and Autogrill
Europe, which in 2016 posted revenues
down 1.8% on 2015 and where consoli-
dation, “rationalization of the business”,
“cost efficiencies”, “exits from channels in
countries of minor importance or limited
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TRAVEL

On the Move
More international, diverse and
dynamic: Autogrill is on the move.
The Italian-based foodservice
group specialized in catering to
travellers’ needs is rapidly expand-
ing and reshaping itself in order to
respond to new opportunities,
develop new markets and adapt to
consumer trends. The new Auto-
grill is investing in innovation, turn-
ing out original formats and con-
cepts, forging new partnerships,
embracing digital technology and
developing unique digital market-
ing strategies.

Assaggio Rome Fiumicino Airport

Terrazza Aperol

Villaresi Service Station
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The prospering Israeli metropolis of Tel
Aviv is now globally considered as a hot
spot for gastronomy trends. And, believe
it or not, the Levant cuisine is managing
to do what the politicians have been
vainly attempting for decades: bringing
Arabs and Israelis together in harmony.
If you ask Israelis about Tel Aviv, the ans-
wer is always the same: the city is not
typical of Israel; it is a country of its own,
a sort of cocoon. But the cocoon is po-
rous. Tel Aviv stands for joie de vivre, and
for unpolitical hedonism. Those who live
there prefer restaurants and the beach
to the synagogue. Questions of how to
spend the evening aremore important for
most people than interpreting the Torah.
Which is certainly one of the reasons why

the city has become such a trend-setting
place among Europeans.
A further reason is the cuisine served:
freshness counts, numerous herbs and
spices. Minced aubergines, the fabulous
sesame-oil paste tahini, hummus and to-
mato sauces are ‘musts’ on every well-
laid table. Meals are often served in small
portions. Shared food arrived here a long
time ago, everyone tries a bit of every-
thing on the table. Restaurants such as
the Santa Katarina have donemuch to es-
tablish this trend. “At my restaurant, we
want everything to be relaxed and open,”
says proprietor and chef Tomer Agai. His
premises lie three minutes from Roth-
schild Boulevard, the city’s smartest thor-
oughfare. At Agai’s you sit outside under

Levant cuisine: the food trend
from the Near East continues to

spread throughout Europe where
hummus is a standard on metro-

politan menus. However, the
knowledge of the average guest
ceases after the mention of fava

beans. Even though Levant cuisine
has much more to offer it is some-

thing that must be tracked down
in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem.

By Boris Tomic.

Eyal Shani in Ha Salon

City Guide: Dubai

Though in the midst of an economically
challenging period, Dubai’s restaurant
market is continuing to grow steadily.
The number of restaurant openings in
2017 more than tripled over the last two
years with international franchise oper-
ators expanding their business as well
as more and more local independent
players developing new and exciting
concepts. The high percentage of expats
from all over the world, an affluent and
well-travelled local population plus
rapidly increasing tourism figures (2016
the world’s fourth most popular travel
destination with 14.9 m visitors) help to
ensure that an interesting mix of cuis-
ines, restaurant formats and styles has
been shaping the city’s dining scene
over the years.

Multi-cuisine food hall

In a city famed for its novel dining experi-
ences, what would somewhere truly
fresh, vibrant and exciting look like? As an
answer to this question Kunal and Rania
Lahori, CEO and co-founder of Dubai-
based Create Hospitality, launched
Bazxar, a multi-cuisine eatery located at
the Dubai International Financial Centre
(DIFC). Based on the food hall concept, it
features a casual Vietnamese station
serving steamed bao buns, traditional
soups and noodles; a ‘meat district’ sell-
ing American-style burgers, sandwiches
and hotdogs; an elegant dining room of-
fering a good selection of classic salads,
pizza and pasta and signature fish and
meat dishes, a Mediterranean bakery and
coffee counter, and a cocktail bar. The
multilayered venue has soon become
popular amongst Dubai residents, not
just for its diverse food offer but also for its
Happy Hour and its ‘Prohibition Brunch’
on Fridays with unlimited starters, choice
of onemain and dessert.
The interiors by Bishop Design feature a
combination of contemporary art (in-
cluding a portrait of Argentinian leader
Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara), rustic wooden
flooring, meshmetal work with brass fin-
ishes, and custom-designed leather fur-
nishings. www.bazxar.com
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A Foodie Paradise
With over 12,000 foodservice out-
lets and around 2.8 m inhabitants,

the restaurant density in Dubai is
irrefutably high. From international
fast-food outlets in the numerous

mega malls, via cafes and casual
eateries, to fine dining establish-

ments in five-star hotels, the dining
options are many and varied. And it

is with good reason that the city is
considered a foodie capital of the

region. Over the last couple of
years, competition has intensified

resulting not only in the emergence
of more creative dining-out experi-
ences but also in the rise of home-

grown concepts tailored to the
needs of Dubai’s visitors and

residents. Bettina Quabius explores
the most talked about restaurant

openings in recent months.

CITY GUIDE

Bazxar

Nick & Scott

Carnival by Tresind

In 1993 you, a young American entre-
preneur moved to Eastern Europe to
start your business. How did you de-
cide that Poland was the right place at
the right moment?
I went to Berlin to see the change after the
fall of the wall. Once there, I decided to go
farther east. That’s how it started, just cu-
riosity. There was nothing in Poland at
the time, so it didn’t take a business plan
or a lot of thinking. I just figured people
needed to do something.My first planwas
to renovate some of the old dilapidated

buildings. I bought one in Wrocław and
later opened a restaurant in it. It was a
Pizza Hut, but one unlike anywhere else
in the world, because PepsiCo, which
owned the brand at the time, was not
ready to provide any support. So, I bought
an Italian restaurant from Washington,
DC, rebuilt it in Wrocław and renamed it
Pizza Hut.

More than twenty years on, AmRest is a
group with 1,200 restaurants and near-
ly 30,000 employees operating in a

multi-country environment. How did
those early beginnings forge your
company culture?
We are very much a people business.
Whenwe started the company none of us
had ever worked in or run a restaurant
before, because there were no restaur-
ants at the time in Central Europe. So we
had to do and learn everything on our
own. Which created an incredibly strong
bond between us. Of our senior executive
team, many of them have been with us
since the very beginning. Once you build
the kind of comraderie that comes from
having gone through those early years,
you stick together. These were fun days.
Very hard at the beginning, but you for-
get that and all that remains is the fun.
And it was really instructive.

What does a people business do to
train people?
One of our core values is feedback: we be-
lieve in open and honest feedback, both
for positive and negative work. In our
companywepromote about 2,000people
a year. They would already have had all
their training, all the mentoring from
their manager, but before promoting
them we put them though what we call a
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Trust in Good Intentions!
That’s one of the core values at AmRest, the Wrocław-based foodservice group

founded by Henry McGovern back in the early 1990s and now representing a
group sales volume of €964 m, achieved with some 1,200 outlets, comprising

various, mainly licenced brands in 13 countries. Numerous acquisitions helped
to rapidly extend the international network, such as the takeover of the Star-

bucks business in Germany last year as well as, most recently announced, the
German Pizza Hut Franchise network. In addition, AmRest just acquired a major-

ity in the Polish offshoot of Delivery Hero. A strong and trustful corporate
culture is key, says McGovern, above all when it comes to crossing borders. It all
starts with the strong belief that ‘Anything is possible!’ Interview by Flavia Fresia.

INTERVIEW

“We go after whatever will
make the brand more

transparent and better
quality to the customer.”

Henry McGovern
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All information is subject to change.

At last, a positive outlook again – pushed
by general economic growth, the major
driver of which is tourism. According to
the EU Commission, Spain’s GDP grew
by 3.2% in 2016, with 2.3% expected for
2017, and 2.1% for the coming year. A
tailwind for the foodservice sector, too.
Thus, the market-research institute NPD
España expects the current year to show
the sector as a whole up by 1.6%, with
1.5% for 2018. No great leaps, but an up-
wind can be felt, after the economic crisis
in Spain led to unemployment levels of
up to 26% (2016: 18.6%), changing the
foodservice landscape once and for all:
■ Thus polarisation between individual-
ly managed businesses and those which
are systemised has gathered pace, to the
benefit of the latter. NPD estimates that
multiple brands already generate 30% of
the total sales revenue at the country’s
roughly 72,000 restaurants – a figure
which is a record.

30

Since the middle of 2015 the

Spanish foodservice sector has

been enjoying some buoyancy

again, after nearly ten years of

crisis – even if the growth rates are

still moderate: in 2016, according

to NPD España, sales in Spanish

foodservices as a whole grew

by 1.9% on the previous year,

to €35.1 bn – driven by visits,

which were up 1.3%, and an

increase in average bill of

0.4%. Following the economic

‘dry period’, system-based

foodservices are increasingly

coming to the fore, especially

QSR concepts. Mario Cañizal

comments on the latest

figures collected by NDP

España and Alimarket.
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The Good
Burger: the

burger formula
of the expand-

ing Restalia
Group belongs
to the biggest

new-openers in
2016.

The big players are striking out new paths when
it comes to siting their outlets: Burger King is in-
creasingly renting space in filling stations and
Restalia is opening its 100 Montaditos brand in
freestanders. ‘Muerde la Pasta’, by contrast, is
concentrating on large sales areas, especially in
shopping centres.

■ Just as striking is the triumph of fast-
food formats, under which NPD España
counts both fast-food concepts, as well
as cafeterias, tapas bars and delivery for-
mulas. If in 2004 the QSR segment al-
ready accounted for 25% of total out-of-
house expenditure on foodservice, and
for 39% of all visits, in 2015 these shares
were 37% and 53.8% respectively.
■ Coming to classical fullservice formu-
las, the corresponding figures for 2015
were 45.4% sales share, and 17.4% share
of visits. In 2004 the figures were 58%
and 37%.
The remaining shares come from the re-
tail sector (bakeries, convenience stores
etc.) and contract catering, plus travel
services. That the experts are forecasting
growth for the QSR segment in 2016+ is
due to the following reasons:
■ they supply attractive low-cost offers,
■ along with ‘functional fuelling’, they
are also good at placing ‘treats’,

■ they are extending their F&B range to
include breakfast and snack offers,

■ they are expanding rapidly in recently
built shopping centres and

■ they operate skilful, viral marketing,
particularly among young target
groups.

Nevertheless, the fullservice segment –
which subsumes all concepts with table
service, from casual to fine dining – by no
means stood idly by in the years of crisis.
On the contrary, external factors have
frequently forced fullservice operators to
define and align themselves more clear-
ly, employingmeasures such as
■ clearly comprehensible price-perfor-
mance structures,

■ a sharpening of profile through use of
local and seasonal products,

■ focusing on the product offered, buzz-
word: premium burgers,

■ unique products, such as ‘sharing’
offers,

■ expansion of more affordable alterna-
tive concepts by star chefs such as the
Adrià and Iglesias brothers,

■ launch of franchising or expansion as
licensor or licensee.

Concrete figures

According to the National Statistical In-
stitute (INE), Spain’s overall foodservice
sector comprises some 300,000 catering
units – from small beach booths, to con-
tract catering, to hotel restaurants. The
figure includes about 188,000 bars,
72,000 restaurants, and 14,000 commu-
nal-catering outlets. Total sales revenue
grew in 2015, according to NPD, by
1.4%; 2016 showed a rise in sales of 1.9%
on 2015, in concrete terms to ¤35.13 bn.
But note: with an inflation rate of 0% in
2015 and 1.6% in 2016 (source: INE).
According to the market researchers,
visits at foodservice outlets rose by 1.3%
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Top 30 Foodservice Companies in Spain 2016
R Company Sector Main Brands Units Sales (net)

in € m*

1 McDonald’s QSR McDonald’s 503 980
2 Burger King QSR Burger King 691 630

3 Telepizza QSR Telepizza 1,389 517
4 Grupo Zena Casual/QSR Foster’s Hollywood, BK, Domino’s, etc. 496 500

5 Areas Travel La Pausa, Caffricio, Ars, Como, Medas 600 445
5 Serunión Contract Catering Serunión 2,920 445

7 Grupo Vips Casual/QSR Vips, Ginos, Starbucks, The Wok 335 396
8 Compass Contract Catering Eurest Colectividades 1,600 356

9 Beer&Food Casual Beer Station, Gambrinus, Official Irish Pub 430 295
10 Restauravia Casual/QSR La Tagliatella, KFC 256 290

11 Restalia QSR 100 Montaditos, La Sureña, TGB 635 275
12 Sodexo Iberia Contract Catering Sodexo 415 221

13 Eat Out Group QSR/Casual Pans&Co, Dehesa Santa Maria, FresCo 334 220
14 Auzo Lagún Contract Catering Ausolan 300 197

15 Comess Group Casual Lizarrán, Cantina Mariachi etc. 301 182
16 Aramark Contract Catering Aramark 950 170

17 El Corte Inglés Casual Restaurants, Cafeterias El Corte I., 141 160
Restauración El Rincón del Café, Gourmet Experience

18 Mediterránea de Catering Contract Catering Mediterránea 550 145

19 SSP Travel Ritazza, Upper Crust, Mums Kitchen 75 110
20 Rodilla QSR Rodilla, Jamaica, Café de Indias 187 100

20 Yum! Brands QSR KFC, Taco Bell, Pizza Hut 116 100
22 Cia del Trópico Café&Té Casual/QSR Café&Té, Café&Tapas, Panaria 222 87

22 Gate Gourmet Travel Gate Gourmet - 87
24 Establiments Viena QSR Viena 47 69

25 Autogrill Travel La Barrila, Autogrill, Rincones 69 68
26 ISS Catering Contract Catering ISS 300 63

27 Herben QSR Muerde La Pasta 24 60
27 Ikea Food QSR Ikea 20 60

29 An Grup Casual El Mussol, Tapa Tapa, Txapelia 29 55
30 Andilana Casual La Mary, Miu, Basilico 33 50

* System sales/turnover based on company performance including franchise activities. Franchised and other overlapping activities are double counted Source: Alimarket

■ ■ ■ Breakdown/Continents ■

percentage*

■ Europe 70%

■ North America 9%

■ Middle East 19 %

■ Africa/Asia/Australia 2%

Source: address pool FoodService E&ME
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sector and related disciplines.

To supplement the analyses of the bi-monthly
printed edition, we now present a weekly
selection of interesting articles about the
entire out-of-home market – compiled from
topical online publications from Europe and
the global market.

In addition to information on important new
openings, M&A, corporate results and the
strategic approaches of major international
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provide relevant background knowledge for
top decision makers. In the spotlight: well-
founded contributions on subjects such as
F&B and technological trends and innovations,

as well as consumer preferences and eating
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inspiration!

Moreover, thanks to a collaboration with the
npdgroup deutschland market research com-
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home consumption in Europe’s leading mar-
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The b2b-magazine gv-praxis analyses
the whole institutional catering industry
(business/care/education) targeting
Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
Editorial Highlights are: industry rankings,
case studies, international reports & future
trend reports.

The b2b-magazine food-service analyses
the whole professional (chain-) restaurant
industry in Germany, Switzerland and
Austria. Editorial Highlights are exclusive
industry rankings (i.e. the top operators in
the industry, the top coffee bar chains),
case studies as well as trend and future
analyses.

The b2b-Onlineportal for the professional
hospitality industry. cafe-future.net
combines the expertise of our editorial
staff from gv-praxis, food-service and
FoodService Europe and Middle East.
This is in-depth knowledge at its best!

For more information: www.cafe-future.net/mediakit

Advertising Power for the
German-speaking OOH industry la

test trendsis distributed, is constantly updated and
almost completely personalised to ensure
a high level of readership.

Readers of FoodService Europe & Middle
East include operators and senior
executives in
n Brand and chain restaurants
n Institutional catering

n Chain hotels
n International opinion leaders/service
companies/consultants

n Export managers of the supplying indus-
tries (food, beverage, equipment)

In addition to the print version a com-
plete e-paper is mailed to more than
6,500 subscribers.

FoodService Europe & Middle East gets
distributed to more than 14,000 high
potential decision makers of the multi-
unit foodservice industry in Europe, North
America and the Middle East and a minor
percentage in Asia/Africa/Australia.

The first class address data base, upon
which FoodService Europe & Middle East

Advertising Power

shing focusing on whole regions rather
than only on individual countries. Thus
being a 24/7 resource centre for the
growing number of operators who use
the web to get their foodservice
information.

n Event Leader. With 250 senior ex-
ecutives participating, the European
Foodservice Summit can be regarded as
the major platform for the key players in
the international restaurant industry. The
think tank and congress which takes place
every fall in Zurich, Switzerland, gives

visionary insights for restaurant chains,
contract caterers and hotel foodservice.
Our European Foodservice Seminars
are a series of 3-day courses once per
year that bring the next leadership
generation of the industry together to
prepare for the next level of corporate
restaurant management.

n Print Power. Due to its editorial
driven style and journalistic proficiency
FoodService Europe & Middle East
stands out with its ability to deliver the
information that operators want. In-depth
analyses of international markets and
trends as well as an array of management
topics are the key for its high acceptance.

n Online Resource. In addition to
reaching operators via our print
publication, www.food-service-europe.
com provides you with an online access
to the industry.
It is the only website in foodservice publi-

FoodService Europe & Middle East is a strong marketing partner who is recognized in all media arenas, providing you with media
solutions that are unmatched in foodservice communication covering Europe and the Middle East.

360-degree Media Solutions
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challenges the industry is facing? We are
close to the market, constantly
communicating with senior management,
entrepreneurs and many more opinion
leaders of the industry. Our thoroughly
researched stories provide our readers
with first hand insider answers to those
questions.

…showcase the market's diversity –
from Fast Food to Event-Catering
Our editorial topics cover all segments of
the hotel, restaurant and catering industry.
Portraying the large multi-unit chains and
young innovative start up companies. Our
editors are constantly watching out for new
hot concepts. Their goal is not only to
describe established concepts, but to spot
new industry trends and innovations. The

professional evaluation on the relevance
and growth opportunities of those trends is
highly appreciated. Our special reports on
foodservice in emerging markets such as
India, but also established markets such as
Switzerland stimulate our readers with new
insights they can use for their own business.

…offer an environment for high-
export companies, multinational
manufacturers, main suppliers of the
foodservice and fast food industries,
international trade fair organisers to
present their international activities.
A glance at our editorial calendar pro-
vides you with insight into the scope of
our special sections on topics like new
beverages, new visions in kitchen equip-
ment or ethical sourcing.

…bring transparency into foodservice
markets
Benchmarking is en vogue. Key
performance indicators, presented in a
concise and easy to read format, are an
important piece of information in our
case studies and market portraits.
Editorial highlights are our exclusive
annual industry rankings. Highly
appreciated, year after year, are our Top
lists such as the Ranking of the Largest
Foodservice Operators in Europe, our
European Coffee Bar Ranking and many
more.

…provide the industry with first hand
management and marketing know-how
Which lessons can be learned from the
huge success stories? What are the

Editorial Quality
The mission of FoodService Europe & Middle East is to…

How did you get to know FSE&ME? I got to know about the
FSE&ME on the GDI FoodService Summit in Zurich, where I met the
inspiring experts Gretel Weiss and Chris Muller.

How did you get into the foodservice industry? Hospitality has
always been a general theme throughout my career and personal life.
After my career in the FMCG, I joined the airport business responsible
for food concessions. Last year April I was granted the opportunity to
join the Leadership team of HMSHost international, where I am respon-
sible for building quality brands and positioning HMSHost
International as the game changer in the F&B industry.

What does FSE&ME stand for you? FSE&ME is a well-known global
platform and an opinion leader in the F&B market. For HMSHost
International the FSE&ME is an important tool to be informed and
updated about the global trends and topics within the industry. From
a hospitality perspective it’s about being connected. FSE&ME brings
together the leading partners in the food market.

How did you get to know FSE&ME? I know the magazine since my
first professional experience when I worked for Alimentaria. Being part
of the communication department, I did organize a press conference
for the food & foodservice magazines worldwide.

How did you get into the foodservice industry? After being in
Alimentaria for almost 5 years, I worked for a company specialized in
software solutions for restaurants and hotels. Destiny brought me the
opportunity to work for one of the biggest restaurant chains in Spain,
nowadays leading brands as Lizarran. Since 2008 my project is invol-
ved with new trends, innovation, supply chain or efficiency in the
foodservice sector. AECOC is one of the leading associations in our
country representing more than 26.000 companies, we do lead several
sectors to be better in terms of efficiency, sustainability or competiti-
vity. I´m actually leading this goal for the foodservice market.

What does FSE&ME stand for you? FSE&ME means rankings, trends
and case studies. An international magazine that gives you the oppor-
tunity to understand what´s going on in the international panorama and
whose companies are leading the future of this sector. A representative
magazine always on my top of mind.

Marlijn van Straaten

Director Marketing & Communication

HMSHost International, Amsterdam

Patricia Fernandez de Arroyabe

Responsable Canal Horeca

AECOC, Barcelona
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The b2b-magazine gv-praxis analyses
the whole institutional catering industry
(business/care/education) targeting
Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
Editorial Highlights are: industry rankings,
case studies, international reports & future
trend reports.

The b2b-magazine food-service analyses
the whole professional (chain-) restaurant
industry in Germany, Switzerland and
Austria. Editorial Highlights are exclusive
industry rankings (i.e. the top operators in
the industry, the top coffee bar chains),
case studies as well as trend and future
analyses.

The b2b-Onlineportal for the professional
hospitality industry. cafe-future.net
combines the expertise of our editorial
staff from gv-praxis, food-service and
FoodService Europe and Middle East.
This is in-depth knowledge at its best!

For more information: www.cafe-future.net/mediakit
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test trendsis distributed, is constantly updated and
almost completely personalised to ensure
a high level of readership.

Readers of FoodService Europe & Middle
East include operators and senior
executives in
n Brand and chain restaurants
n Institutional catering

n Chain hotels
n International opinion leaders/service
companies/consultants

n Export managers of the supplying indus-
tries (food, beverage, equipment)

In addition to the print version a com-
plete e-paper is mailed to more than
6,500 subscribers.

FoodService Europe & Middle East gets
distributed to more than 14,000 high
potential decision makers of the multi-
unit foodservice industry in Europe, North
America and the Middle East and a minor
percentage in Asia/Africa/Australia.

The first class address data base, upon
which FoodService Europe & Middle East

Advertising Power

shing focusing on whole regions rather
than only on individual countries. Thus
being a 24/7 resource centre for the
growing number of operators who use
the web to get their foodservice
information.

n Event Leader. With 250 senior ex-
ecutives participating, the European
Foodservice Summit can be regarded as
the major platform for the key players in
the international restaurant industry. The
think tank and congress which takes place
every fall in Zurich, Switzerland, gives

visionary insights for restaurant chains,
contract caterers and hotel foodservice.
Our European Foodservice Seminars
are a series of 3-day courses once per
year that bring the next leadership
generation of the industry together to
prepare for the next level of corporate
restaurant management.

n Print Power. Due to its editorial
driven style and journalistic proficiency
FoodService Europe & Middle East
stands out with its ability to deliver the
information that operators want. In-depth
analyses of international markets and
trends as well as an array of management
topics are the key for its high acceptance.

n Online Resource. In addition to
reaching operators via our print
publication, www.food-service-europe.
com provides you with an online access
to the industry.
It is the only website in foodservice publi-

FoodService Europe & Middle East is a strong marketing partner who is recognized in all media arenas, providing you with media
solutions that are unmatched in foodservice communication covering Europe and the Middle East.

360-degree Media Solutions
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challenges the industry is facing? We are
close to the market, constantly
communicating with senior management,
entrepreneurs and many more opinion
leaders of the industry. Our thoroughly
researched stories provide our readers
with first hand insider answers to those
questions.

…showcase the market's diversity –
from Fast Food to Event-Catering
Our editorial topics cover all segments of
the hotel, restaurant and catering industry.
Portraying the large multi-unit chains and
young innovative start up companies. Our
editors are constantly watching out for new
hot concepts. Their goal is not only to
describe established concepts, but to spot
new industry trends and innovations. The

professional evaluation on the relevance
and growth opportunities of those trends is
highly appreciated. Our special reports on
foodservice in emerging markets such as
India, but also established markets such as
Switzerland stimulate our readers with new
insights they can use for their own business.

…offer an environment for high-
export companies, multinational
manufacturers, main suppliers of the
foodservice and fast food industries,
international trade fair organisers to
present their international activities.
A glance at our editorial calendar pro-
vides you with insight into the scope of
our special sections on topics like new
beverages, new visions in kitchen equip-
ment or ethical sourcing.

…bring transparency into foodservice
markets
Benchmarking is en vogue. Key
performance indicators, presented in a
concise and easy to read format, are an
important piece of information in our
case studies and market portraits.
Editorial highlights are our exclusive
annual industry rankings. Highly
appreciated, year after year, are our Top
lists such as the Ranking of the Largest
Foodservice Operators in Europe, our
European Coffee Bar Ranking and many
more.

…provide the industry with first hand
management and marketing know-how
Which lessons can be learned from the
huge success stories? What are the

Editorial Quality
The mission of FoodService Europe & Middle East is to…

How did you get to know FSE&ME? I got to know about the
FSE&ME on the GDI FoodService Summit in Zurich, where I met the
inspiring experts Gretel Weiss and Chris Muller.

How did you get into the foodservice industry? Hospitality has
always been a general theme throughout my career and personal life.
After my career in the FMCG, I joined the airport business responsible
for food concessions. Last year April I was granted the opportunity to
join the Leadership team of HMSHost international, where I am respon-
sible for building quality brands and positioning HMSHost
International as the game changer in the F&B industry.

What does FSE&ME stand for you? FSE&ME is a well-known global
platform and an opinion leader in the F&B market. For HMSHost
International the FSE&ME is an important tool to be informed and
updated about the global trends and topics within the industry. From
a hospitality perspective it’s about being connected. FSE&ME brings
together the leading partners in the food market.

How did you get to know FSE&ME? I know the magazine since my
first professional experience when I worked for Alimentaria. Being part
of the communication department, I did organize a press conference
for the food & foodservice magazines worldwide.

How did you get into the foodservice industry? After being in
Alimentaria for almost 5 years, I worked for a company specialized in
software solutions for restaurants and hotels. Destiny brought me the
opportunity to work for one of the biggest restaurant chains in Spain,
nowadays leading brands as Lizarran. Since 2008 my project is invol-
ved with new trends, innovation, supply chain or efficiency in the
foodservice sector. AECOC is one of the leading associations in our
country representing more than 26.000 companies, we do lead several
sectors to be better in terms of efficiency, sustainability or competiti-
vity. I´m actually leading this goal for the foodservice market.

What does FSE&ME stand for you? FSE&ME means rankings, trends
and case studies. An international magazine that gives you the oppor-
tunity to understand what´s going on in the international panorama and
whose companies are leading the future of this sector. A representative
magazine always on my top of mind.

Marlijn van Straaten

Director Marketing & Communication

HMSHost International, Amsterdam

Patricia Fernandez de Arroyabe

Responsable Canal Horeca

AECOC, Barcelona




